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Subject: FW: Invitation to participate in ONC Webinar

To all: I recently sent to you a memorandum describing the meeting that took place between several representatives from the Coalition of State Medical Societies and Seema Verma, Administrator, Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services.

One of the main topics that was brought up by the Coalition was the issue of interoperability amongst the numerous IT systems currently in place within physician offices, hospitals and health systems. The response was basically to indicate that that responsibility did not fall under the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Service, but rather the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Services (ONC), currently headed by Don Rucker, M.D. Coincidentally, just that week the ONC released their approach on that subject, as described below. The three links provides on overview on that approach.

Perhaps I am a little skeptical on the probability of this becoming a workable solution, but feel free to draw your own conclusions.

Have a nice day, Phil

The Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT (ONC) recently released the Draft Trusted Exchange Framework for public comment. The 21st Century Cures Act requires ONC to develop or support a trusted exchange framework, including a common agreement among health information networks nationally. The Draft Trusted Exchange Framework focuses on policies, procedures, and technical standards that build from existing health information network capabilities. The intent is to provide a single “on-ramp” to patient information regardless of what health IT developer, health information exchange or network is used, or how far across the country the patients’ records are located. Comments for the draft Trusted Exchange Framework need to be submitted to exchangeframework@hhs.gov before 11:59 pm ET on February 20, 2018.

- Download the Draft Trusted Exchange Framework
- Download the Draft U.S. Core Data for Interoperability (USCDI) and proposed expansion process

Read the latest Health IT Buzz blog post: Trusted Exchange Framework and Common Agreement: A common sense approach to achieving health information interoperability.
You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "evp.grstaff" group. To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to evp.grstaff+unsubscribe@groups.ama-assn.org.
Reminder - Please share with you members...

ONC Webinar on the Draft Trusted Exchange Framework and Common Agreement (TEFCA)
February 15, 1:30-2:30 PM ET
Featured speaker: ONC Principal Deputy National Coordinator Genevieve Morris
Register here: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/8216522139988024834

The Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT (ONC) recently released the Draft Trusted Exchange Framework for public comment. The 21st Century Cures Act requires ONC to develop or support a trusted exchange framework, including a common agreement among health information networks nationally. The Draft Trusted Exchange Framework focuses on policies, procedures, and technical standards that build from existing health information network capabilities. The intent is to provide a single “on-ramp” to patient information regardless of what health IT developer, health information exchange or network is used, or how far across the country the patients’ records are located. Please join ONC for a webinar that will provide an overview of the Draft Trusted Exchange Framework and question and answer session with ONC Principal Deputy National Coordinator Genevieve Morris. Comments for the draft Trusted Exchange Framework need to be submitted to exchangeframework@hhs.gov before 11:59 pm ET on February 20, 2018.

- Download the Draft Trusted Exchange Framework
- Download the Draft U.S. Core Data for Interoperability (USCDI) and proposed expansion process

Read the latest Health IT Buzz blog post: Trusted Exchange Framework and Common Agreement: A common sense approach to achieving health information interoperability.
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Introduction

Overview

While the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act of 2009 stimulated significant health information technology (health IT) adoption and exchange of Electronic Health Information with the goal of every American having access to their Electronic Health Information, the interoperability experience remains a work in progress. The 21st Century Cures Act’s (Cures Act) focus on trusted exchange is an important next step toward advancing the establishment of an interoperable health system that:

- Empowers individuals to use their Electronic Health Information to the fullest extent;
- Enables providers and communities to deliver smarter, safer, and more efficient care; and
- Promotes innovation at all levels.

The vision we seek to achieve is a system where individuals are at the center of their care and where providers have the ability to securely access and use health information from different sources. A system where an individual’s health information is not limited to what is stored in electronic health records (EHRs), but includes information from many different sources (including technologies that individuals use every day) and provides a longitudinal picture of their health. Additionally, we seek a system where public health agencies and researchers can rapidly learn, develop, and deliver cutting edge treatments by having secure, appropriate access to Electronic Health Information.

Currently, there are more than 100 regional health information exchanges (HIEs) and multiple national level organizations that support exchange use cases. While these organizations have expanded

---

1 Please note that all capitalized terms throughout the document have the meaning set forth in Part B Definitions.
3 Electronic Health Information” (EHI) means any information that identifies the individual, or with respect to which there is a reasonable basis to believe the information can be used to identify the individual and is transmitted by or maintained in electronic media, as defined in 45 CFR 160.103, that relates to the past, present, or future health or condition of an individual; the provision of health care to an individual; or the past, present, or future payment for the provision of health care to an individual. EHI includes information that is accessed, exchanged, used or maintained in the context of the Trusted Exchange Framework and may be developed for an individual, on behalf of an individual, or provided directly from either an individual or from technology that the individual has elected to use. EHI includes but is not limited to ePHI and health information as defined in 45 CFR 160.103. However, unlike ePHI and health information, EHI is not limited to information that is created or received by a health care provider, health plan, public health authority, employer, life insurer, school, university or health care clearinghouse. EHI does not include health information that is de-identified consistent with the requirements of 45 CFR 164.514(b).
interoperability within their particular spheres, the connectivity across all or even most of them has not been achieved. This has limited the patient health information that a provider or health system has access to, unless they join multiple networks. In fact, a recent survey of about 70 hospitals found that few hospitals used only one method to be interoperable. A majority of surveyed hospitals required three or more methods and about three in 10 hospitals used five or more methods.\(^5\) While some of these networks have begun to connect with each other, interoperability between these organizations has been limited and subject to variations in the participation agreements that govern exchange.

In the Cures Act, Congress identified the importance of interoperability and laid out a path for the establishment of interoperable exchange of Electronic Health Information. In collaboration with the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), federal agencies, and industry stakeholders, the Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT (ONC) is working diligently to further advance the interoperability progress made to date and address the complex yet core tenet of interoperability—building and maintaining trust. Among other provisions, in Section 4003, Congress directed ONC to “develop or support a trusted exchange framework, including a common agreement among health information networks nationally,” which may include:

“(I) a common method for authenticating trusted health information network participants;

“(II) a common set of rules for trusted exchange;

“(III) organizational and operational policies to enable the exchange of health information among networks, including minimum conditions for such exchange to occur; and

“(IV) a process for filing and adjudicating noncompliance with the terms of the common agreement.\(^6\)

As part of ONC’s implementation of Section 4003, we have held three listening sessions with a wide range of stakeholders, completed one round of public comment, and met with a variety of stakeholders. We appreciate Congress’ recognition of the need for a trusted exchange framework and common agreement, and the provisions in the Cures Act provide the means to build on the industry’s commitment to increasing trust across networks, while ensuring the privacy, security, and appropriate use of Electronic Health Information\(^7\) when and where it is needed. We look forward to the public’s engagement as we move forward with implementing the Trusted Exchange Framework and Common Agreement (TEFCA)\(^8\) provisions and to your feedback on the draft Trusted Exchange Framework.

---


\(^6\) Id.

\(^7\) The terms “health information,” “health data,” and “data” are synonymous in the context of the TEFCA and refer to all electronic health-related data for a patient. Specific references to ePHI refer to the HIPAA definitions of electronic protected health information and protected health information (PHI).

\(^8\) All capitalized terms or acronyms used in Part A without definition shall have the respective meanings assigned to such terms in Part B, Section 1 below.
Trusted Exchange Framework’s Relationship to HIPAA

As part of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), the HIPAA Privacy Rule covers health plans, health care clearinghouses, and healthcare providers who conduct certain financial and administrative transactions electronically.⁹ These electronic transactions are those for which standards have been adopted by the Secretary under HIPAA, such as electronic billing and fund transfers. These entities (collectively called “Covered Entities”) are bound by the privacy and security standards even if they contract with others (called “Business Associates”) to perform some of their essential functions.

A Business Associate is a person or entity, other than a member of the workforce of a Covered Entity, who performs functions or activities on behalf of, or provides certain services to, a Covered Entity that involve access by the Business Associate to protected health information.¹⁰ A Business Associate also is a subcontractor that creates, receives, maintains, or transmits protected health information (PHI) on behalf of another Business Associate. The HIPAA Rules generally require that Covered Entities enter into contracts with their Business Associates to ensure that the Business Associates will appropriately safeguard PHI. The Business Associate contract also serves to clarify and limit, as appropriate, the permissible uses and disclosures of PHI by the Business Associate, based on the relationship between the parties and the activities or services being performed by the Business Associate. A Business Associate may use or disclose PHI only as permitted or required by its Business Associate contract or as required by law.

A Covered Entity’s contract or other written arrangement with its Business Associate must contain the minimum elements specified at 45 C.F.R. 164.504(e). For example, the contract must: describe the permitted and required uses of PHI by the Business Associate; provide that the Business Associate will not use or further disclose the PHI other than as permitted or required by the contract or as required by law; and require the Business Associate to use appropriate safeguards to prevent a use or disclosure of the PHI other than as provided for by the contract.

Health Information Networks (HINs) typically operate as Business Associates and currently have Business Associate agreements, otherwise known as participation agreements, in place with their Participants. These agreements facilitate the exchange of Electronic Health Information since they perform functions or activities on behalf of, or provide certain services for Covered Entities such as determining and administering policies or agreements that define business, operational, technical, or other conditions or requirements for enabling or facilitating access, exchange, or use of health information between or among two or more Covered Entities. Additionally, a Qualified Health Information Network (Qualified HIN), a HIN that has agreed to the terms set forth in the Common Agreement, also operates as a Business Associate to its Participants, but Qualified HINs may also have Participants who are not themselves Covered Entities or Business Associates.

⁹ 45 C.F.R. 160.103
¹⁰ Id.
We have worked with the HHS Office of Civil Rights (OCR) to ensure that the proposed Trusted Exchange Framework aligns with HIPAA and does not contradict HIPAA requirements. However, we anticipate that many end users may not be Covered Entities or Business Associates as defined by HIPAA, and the final TEFCA must be broad enough to enable them to appropriately and securely access health information. Therefore, while the proposed Trusted Exchange Framework aligns with HIPAA requirements, it also specifies terms and conditions to enable broader exchange of health information. This is not a new reality for most HINs, and we understand that most have participation agreements that utilize broader terms to enable both covered and non-Covered Entities to utilize their networks.

**An “On-Ramp” to Data Liquidity**

The Draft Trusted Exchange Framework recognizes the significant work done by the industry over the last few years to broaden the exchange of data to meet the needs of patients and the providers who serve them, build trust frameworks, and develop participation agreements that enable stakeholders to exchange data across organizational boundaries. The draft Trusted Exchange Framework also recognizes that not all networks serve the same stakeholders or use cases\(^\text{11}\) and have, in many cases, tailored their frameworks to meet the needs of their participants and their prioritized use cases.

Through our exploration of existing networks, we have heard stakeholders’ concern regarding the creation of a single HIN that is intended to address all the needs of all stakeholders and comprehensively address all use cases.\(^\text{12}\) At this time, a single network is not feasible, since there are technical limitations, security concerns, variations in the participants being served in use cases, and resource limitations for each network. However, establishing a single “on ramp” to Electronic Health Information that works regardless of one’s chosen network is feasible and achievable.

To scale interoperability nationwide and ensure that patients, providers across the care continuum, community and social services, and many more stakeholders can effectively and efficiently participate in interoperability, our goal is to use the successes in the industry to create the single “on-ramp” we seek. To that end, the Trusted Exchange Framework focuses on policies, procedures, and technical standards that build from existing HIN capabilities and enables them to work together to provide that single “on-ramp” to Electronic Health Information regardless of what health IT developer they use, health information exchange or network they contract with, or how far across the country the patients’ records are located. At the same time, this “on-ramp” will still allow HINs to innovate and build out additional use cases and services that would provide value to their Participants and support their long-term sustainability.

---

\(^\text{11}\) Use case refers to particular services a network may provide or workflows it may support. Examples of use cases include but are not limited to notification services, quality measurement services, analytics services, connectivity services, appropriate patient access, etc.

While we applaud the progress made to date and the hard work each organization has contributed to move the industry forward, additional and faster progress must be made; this is particularly true in the case of medical specialties—such as long-term services and supports (LTSS)\(^\text{13}\) providing post-acute care or in lieu of institutionalization, behavioral health, and other ambulatory services. Continuing with the status quo will not be enough to ensure these stakeholders have efficient methods for engaging in health information exchange. The Trusted Exchange Framework’s minimum set of policies, procedures, and technical standards are intended to advance interoperability, particularly with these stakeholders, and enable them to use HINs to support the many use cases that are important to them and their patients (clients), including the exchange of data for Treatment, Payment, Health Care Operations (TPO)\(^\text{14}\), Individual Access, Public Health,\(^\text{15}\) and Benefits Determination.\(^\text{16}\) We believe that the proposed Trusted Exchange Framework supports the interoperability goal of reliable information flowing to enable communication among services that make use of Electronic Health Information, ultimately providing stakeholders with greater choice.

In an effort to develop and support a trusted exchange framework for trusted policies and practices and for a common agreement for the exchange between HINs, the proposed Trusted Exchange Framework supports four important outcomes: 1) providers can access health information about their patients, regardless of where the patient received care; 2) patients can access their health information electronically without any special effort; 3) providers and payer organizations accountable for managing benefits and the health of populations can receive necessary and appropriate information on a group of individuals without having to access one record at a time (Population Level Data),\(^\text{17}\) which would allow them to analyze population health trends, outcomes, and costs; identify at-risk populations; and track progress on quality improvement initiatives; and 4) the health IT community has open and accessible application programming interfaces (APIs) to encourage entrepreneurial, user-focused innovation to make health information more accessible and to improve electronic health record (EHR) usability.\(^\text{18}\) All four of these outcomes shall be accomplished in compliance with applicable HIPAA Rules’ requirements.

\(^{13}\) See [https://www.medicaid.gov/medicaid/ltss/index.html](https://www.medicaid.gov/medicaid/ltss/index.html) for a definition of LTSS.

\(^{14}\) A Covered Entity or Business Associate may use or disclose electronic protected health information without an individual’s authorization for its own treatment, payment or health care operations as defined under the HIPAA Privacy Rule. See 45 C.F.R. §164.501 and 45 C.F.R. §164.506.

\(^{15}\) Public health is defined as with respect to the definition of Permitted Purposes, a use or disclosure permitted under the HIPAA Regulations and any other Applicable Law for public health activities and purposes, including, without limitation, 45 C.F.R. §164.512(b) and 45 C.F.R. §164.514(e) of the HIPAA Regulations.

\(^{16}\) Benefits determination is defined as a determination made by any federal or state agency that an individual qualifies for federal or state benefits for any purpose other than health care (for example, Social Security disability benefits).

\(^{17}\) Population Level: a type of exchange of Electronic Health Information of multiple individuals in a single transaction, sometimes referred to as a bulk transfer.

\(^{18}\) Under Section 4002 of the Cures Act, the Secretary is required under rulemaking to publish application programming interfaces that allows health information from such technology to be accessed, exchanged, and used without special effort through the use of application programming interfaces or successor technology or standards, as provided for under Applicable Law, including providing access to all data elements of a patient’s electronic health record to the extent permissible under applicable privacy laws.
In addition, the Trusted Exchange Framework focuses on broadly applicable use cases that are discussed further below. The use cases identified are structured to address the areas of greatest need while also allowing existing HINs and trust frameworks to vary as appropriate to meet more specialized use cases that are specific to their own Participants. We believe that this approach will significantly reduce the need for multiple point-to-point interfaces. As stakeholders noted during the public comment process, these interfaces are costly, complex to create and maintain, and an inefficient use of provider and health IT developer resources. It should be noted that while the Trusted Exchange Framework is structured to create a single “on-ramp” for the most common exchange use cases, it does not prevent organizations from creating point-to-point or one-off agreements between organizations who have a particular business need to exchange data in a manner that is different from the minimum set of policies, procedures, and technical standards outlined in the Trusted Exchange Framework, provided that such agreements do not undermine the policies of the Trusted Exchange Framework.¹⁹

To achieve the “on-ramp” ONC has identified, there are steps that must be taken to ensure that networks that are responsible for the flow of Electronic Health Information follow a minimum set of policies, procedures, and technical standards to enable the use of that data for the broadest set of use cases possible—the use cases that all stakeholders will benefit from. The provisions in the Trusted Exchange Framework are necessary for patient care, care coordination, and the overall health of the population and can only be successful with the participation of—for example—existing networks, health IT developers, and federal agencies.

While we recognize that the provisions we have laid out in the Trusted Exchange Framework will necessitate modifications to existing participation agreements and trust frameworks to support provisions such as the additional permitted disclosures of health information by the Qualified HINs, we believe that these changes are necessary for us to meet the objectives identified by Congress and will enable providers and patients to have a single “on-ramp” to exchange.

We believe that we can move quickly towards nationwide interoperability, but we recognize that we cannot achieve interoperability alone. We look forward to the health IT stakeholder community joining us on this journey.

¹⁹ The HIPAA Privacy Rule generally requires Covered Entities to take reasonable steps to limit the use or disclosure of, and requests for, protected health information to the minimum necessary to accomplish the intended purpose unless an exception applies such as for treatment purposes. In certain circumstances, the HIPAA Privacy Rule permits a Covered Entity to rely on the judgment of the party requesting the disclosure as to the minimum amount of information that is needed. Such reliance must be reasonable under the particular circumstances of the request. This reliance is permitted when the request is made by: a public official or agency who states that the information requested is the minimum necessary for a purpose permitted under 45 C.F.R. §164.512 of the Rule, such as for public health purposes (45 C.F.R. §164.512(b)), another Covered Entity or a professional who is a workforce member or Business Associate of the Covered Entity holding the information and who states that the information requested is the minimum necessary for the stated purpose. See generally, 45 C.F.R. §164.502 and 45 C.F.R. §164.514.
How Will It Work?

This Draft Trusted Exchange Framework contains two parts: Part A – Principles for Trusted Exchange and Part B – Minimum Required Terms and Conditions for Trusted Exchange. Part A provides guard rails and general principles that Qualified HINs and HINs should follow to engender trust amongst Participants and End Users. Part B provides specific terms and conditions that will be incorporated into a single Common Agreement by a Recognized Coordinating Entity (RCE). Subsequently, ONC will publish on our public website and in the Federal Register the TEFCA, which is the combination of the Trusted Exchange Framework and the Common Agreement.

ONC intends to select through a competitive process a single RCE that will incorporate the Part B requirements into a single Common Agreement to which Qualified HINs may voluntarily agree to abide. The RCE will be tasked with operationalizing the Trusted Exchange Framework. We believe that a single, industry-based RCE is best positioned to operationalize the Trusted Exchange Framework. Implementing the TEFCA requires day-to-day management and oversight of unaffiliated Qualified HINs, including: onboarding organizations to the final TEFCA, ensuring Qualified HINs comply with the terms and conditions of the TEFCA, addressing non-conformities with Qualified HINs, developing additional use cases, updating the TEFCA over time, and working collaboratively with stakeholders. ONC intends to work closely with the RCE and to be continually involved in implementation of the TEFCA. We look forward to stakeholder comment on this approach.

Because the RCE will be tasked with operationalizing the Trusted Exchange Framework, we have chosen in Part B to focus solely on provisions that are currently variable across HINs and that prevent the exchange of Electronic Health Information between HINs. Part B is not intended to be an all-encompassing participation agreement. To operationalize the Trusted Exchange Framework, the RCE will incorporate additional, necessary provisions into the Common Agreement as long as such provisions do not conflict with the Trusted Exchange Framework, as approved by ONC. The RCE will be expected to monitor Qualified HINs compliance with the Common Agreement and take actions to address any non-conformity with the Common Agreement—including the removal of a Qualified HIN from the Common Agreement and subsequent reporting of its removal to ONC. The RCE will also be expected to work collaboratively with stakeholders from across the industry to build and implement new use cases that can use the TEFCA as their foundation, and appropriately update the TEFCA over time to account for new technologies, policies, and use cases.

ONC believes that a private-sector organization would be best positioned to serve as the RCE and, to that end, we intend to release an open and competitive Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) in spring 2018 to award a single, multi-year Cooperative Agreement to an RCE. The multi-year Cooperative Agreement will allow ONC to closely collaborate with the RCE to help ensure that the final TEFCA supports all stakeholders and that interoperability continues to advance. In general, we believe the RCE will need to have experience with building multi-stakeholder collaborations and implementing governance principles. The FOA announcement will provide additional specificity on the eligibility criteria that an applicant would have to meet to be chosen as the RCE.
The voluntary adoption by Qualified HINs of the Common Agreement may require that each network make upgrades to its health IT capabilities and align to certain trust and operational practices. Over time, and with the approval of ONC, the RCE will update the Common Agreement as necessary to account for new technical standards and policy requirements. ONC will work with the RCE to develop and/or implement a process for such updates.

Qualified HINs that voluntarily adopt the final TEFCA will be included in ONC’s online TEFCA directory, as directed by the Cures Act. If a Qualified HIN adopts the final TEFCA, is posted in the TEFCA directory, and subsequently decides not to continue participation in the TEFCA, ONC will remove the Qualified HIN from the online TEFCA directory.

For additional information on how ONC intends to work with the RCE, see the User’s Guide to Understanding the Trusted Exchange Framework.²⁰

²⁰ See https://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/draft-guide.pdf
Comment Process

Interested parties are encouraged to submit comments on any component of the Trusted Exchange Framework, including comments on the feasibility of the principles outlined in Part A – Principles for Trusted Exchange and the language included in Part B – Minimum Required Terms and Conditions for Trusted Exchange to which Qualified HINs would be subject. We also encourage input on the following items:

- Are there particular eligibility requirements for the Recognized Coordinating Entity (RCE) that ONC should consider when developing the Cooperative Agreement?

- Are there standards or technical requirements that ONC should specify for identity proofing and authentication, particularly of individuals?

- We recognize that important health data, such as that included in state Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMPs), may reside outside of EHR/pharmacy systems. In such cases, standards-enabled integration between these systems may be necessary to advance, for example, interstate exchange and data completeness. As such, we invite comment on the following questions:
  - How could a single “on ramp” to data that works regardless of a chosen HIN support broader uses for access and exchange of prescriptions for controlled substances contained in PDMPs?
  - Given the variation of state laws governing PDMP use and data, should interstate connectivity for PDMP data be enabled via a TEFCA use case to address the national opioid epidemic?
  - Is there an existing entity or entities positioned to support the opioid use case directly either as a Qualified HIN within the draft Trusted Exchange Framework or within the proposed Trusted Exchange Framework as a Participant of Qualified HINs? Is there an existing entity or entities positioned to support the opioid use case outside of the draft Trusted Exchange Framework? What is the readiness and feasibility of available standards to support the above and how have they been adopted to date?
  - How could a TEFCA involved approach for supporting opioid use cases distinguish between technical capabilities versus applicable organizational, local, state, and/or federal requirements for PDMPs?

- When a federal agency's mission requires that it disseminate unclassified information (CUI) to non-executive branch entities, but prohibits it from entering into a contractual arrangement, the agency is nevertheless directed to seek the entity's protection of CUI in accordance with Executive Order 13556, Controlled Unclassified Information, or any successor order, and the CUI Program regulations, which include requirements to comply with NIST SP 800-171. How best should TEFCA address these requirements?
How to Submit Comments

The comment period is now open for 45 days. Because of resource limitations, we are only accepting comments electronically at exchangeframework@hhs.gov. Attachments should be in Microsoft Word, Excel, Word Perfect, or Adobe PDF. The deadline for comment submission is 11:59 p.m. E.T. on February 18, 2018.

ONC will review, analyze, and post on our website all public comments that are received by 11:59 p.m. ET on February 18, 2018.\(^{21}\)

---

Part A – Principles for Trusted Exchange

Purpose & Scope

Part A of the TEFCN provides a set of core principles by which Qualified HINs—as well as all HINs—and data sharing arrangements for data exchange should abide. Specifically, these principles support the ability of stakeholders to access, exchange, and use relevant Electronic Health Information across disparate networks and sharing arrangements. Part B aligns to and builds from these principles to address a minimum set of terms and conditions to enable network-to-network exchange of Electronic Health Information.

Overview of Principles

Part A describes a set of six principles to which all stakeholders should adhere in order to facilitate interoperability and the exchange of Electronic Health Information necessary to support the entire care continuum. The six principles are:

- **Principle 1 - Standardization**: Adhere to industry and federally recognized standards, policies, best practices, and procedures.
- **Principle 2 - Transparency**: Conduct all exchange openly and transparently.
- **Principle 3 - Cooperation and Non-Discrimination**: Collaborate with stakeholders across the continuum of care to exchange Electronic Health Information, even when a stakeholder may be a business competitor.
- **Principle 4 – Privacy, Security, and Patient Safety**: Exchange Electronic Health Information securely and in a manner that promotes patient safety and ensures data integrity.
- **Principle 5 - Access**: Ensure that individuals and their authorized caregivers have easy access to their Electronic Health Information.
- **Principle 6 - Data-driven Accountability**: Exchange multiple records for a cohort of patients at one time in accordance with Applicable Law to enable identification and trending of data to lower the cost of care and improve the health of the population.\(^\text{22}\)

Each principle is described in detail below and includes lettered sub-principles.

---

\(^{22}\) Under the HIPAA Privacy Rule, electronic protected health information (ePHI) can be used or disclosed in various compliant manners such as de-identification or in a limited data set or if the ePHI is disclosed under the “minimum necessary standard.” See 45 C.F.R. 164.514.
Principles

Principle 1 - Standardization: Adhere to industry and federally recognized technical standards, policies, best practices, and procedures.

A. Adhere to standards for Electronic Health Information and interoperability that have been adopted by the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) or identified by ONC in the Interoperability Standards Advisory (ISA). Qualified HITs and their participants should adhere to federally adopted or recognized standards for Electronic Health Information and interoperability wherever possible, e.g. use of the Consolidated Clinical Data Architecture (C-CDA). Specifically, Qualified HITs should first look to use standards adopted or recognized through ONC’s Health IT Certification Program (Certification Program) and in the ISA. If the Certification Program or the ISA do not have applicable standards, Qualified HITs should then consider voluntary consensus or industry standards that are readily available to all stakeholders, thereby supporting robust and widespread adoption. To that end, “proprietary” standards—that is, standards that incorporate or require the use of patented technologies or other intellectual property (IP)—should be avoided unless adequate commitments have been made to license all standards-essential IP pursuant to Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory (RAND) terms. As new standards are adopted by HHS or recognized by ONC, Qualified HITs must implement the updated standards in a timely manner and work with the RCE to update the TEFCA with newer versions of standards as applicable.


---

23 Under HIPAA, HHS adopted certain standard transactions for the electronic exchange of health care data. These transactions include: Claims and encounter information, Payment and remittance advice, Claims status, Eligibility, Enrollment and disenrollment, Referrals and authorizations; Coordination of benefits, and Premium payment and any of these transactions electronically must use an adopted standard from ASC X12N or NCPDP (for certain pharmacy transactions). The Administrative Simplification provisions under HIPAA and ACA falls under HHS and is carried out by the Division of National Standards (DNS) at CMS and do not apply here. ONC does not have jurisdiction over the standard transactions nor do we advocate any change in these transactions.


innovation, open new market opportunities, and provide more choices to stakeholders when it comes to Electronic Health Information exchange.

For example, the 2015 Edition addresses a number of functionality needs related to care delivery, such as the capture of patient information, unique device identifiers for implantable devices, data transport mechanisms, and care plan data. The 2015 Edition also addresses a variety of data exchange flow patterns, including sharing patient data between providers and other health care organizations, between providers and patients, and between providers and public health departments. In addition to the 2015 Edition, ONC has released a Certification Companion Guide\(^{26}\) for each criterion that further clarifies the certification criteria requirements.

Certification enables End Users to have confidence that their health IT will support interoperability for the appropriate use cases and helps enable the exchange of Electronic Health Information in a structured way. Participants of Qualified HINs that provide services and functionality to providers should follow the 2015 Edition final rule and associated guidance for the certification of health IT where applicable. Further, Qualified HINs that facilitate the exchange of health information should use the standards identified in the 2015 Edition final rule when appropriate for the use case to facilitate connections with other HINs.

As noted above and in addition to the 2015 Edition final rule, the ISA is another resource for standards and implementation specifications. The ISA is a non-regulatory document that coordinates the identification, assessment, and public awareness of interoperability standards and implementation specifications that the industry can use to meet specific clinical health IT interoperability needs. The ISA includes informative characteristics about each standard and implementation specification, including, for example, a rating of standards process maturity (final or balloted draft) and information on implementation maturity (production or pilot).

At a minimum, Qualified HINs connecting to other Qualified HINs should adopt and use standards and implementation specifications that are referenced in the 2015 Edition final rule and the ISA. Further, Qualified HINs should actively engage with ONC to improve and update the ISA’s detail, in order to inform the content of the ISA and ensure that the appropriate and best standards are referenced for needed use cases.

B. Implement technology in a manner that makes it easy to use and that allows others to connect to data sources, innovate, and use data to support better, more person-centered care, smarter spending, and healthier people.

Qualified HINs should use standards-based technology for exchanging Electronic Health Information with other Qualified HINs. Such technology should be implemented in accordance with standards and, as consistently as possible, follow implementation guides and authoritative best practices published by

the applicable standards development organization (SDO). Minimizing variation in how standards are implemented will make it easier for others to connect to Electronic Health Information. Further, to the extent possible, Electronic Health Information stored in health IT products should be structured and coded using standardized vocabularies. Qualified HINs and their participants should provide accurate translation and adapter services to their End Users to enable them to map proprietary data to standard, user friendly vocabularies. Adapter services are designed to transform message content or, in this context, transform unstructured data to structured and coded vocabularies, so that Qualified HINs can exchange data with other Qualified HINs in a standardized format.

Qualified HINs should ensure that the data exchanged within their own network and with other Qualified HINs meets minimum quality standards by using testing and onboarding programs to verify minimum quality levels. Qualified HINs may consider using open source tools, such as ONC’s C-CDA scorecard tool for testing the quality of C-CDAs. They may also consider developing tools to test the quality of data exchange using Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) APIs. These types of testing programs can help ensure that high quality data is exchanged both within and across HINs.

**Principle 2 - Transparency: Conduct all exchange openly and transparently.**

**A.** Make terms, conditions, and contractual agreements that govern the exchange of Electronic Health Information easily and publicly available.

All parties desiring to participate in Electronic Health Information exchange should know, prior to engaging with a Qualified HIN, the responsibilities of being a participant in a Qualified HIN, the responsibilities of acting as a Qualified HIN, and the protections that have been put in place to ensure that all privacy and security requirements are followed. Qualified HINs should voluntarily make these and other terms and conditions for participating in their network easily and publicly available via their website; meaning they are not accessible only to members but also to the general public.

**B.** Specify and have all participants agree to the permitted purposes for using or disclosing ePHI or other Electronic Health Information.

Since Qualified HINs are often either Business Associates for Covered Entities or for other Business Associates, their participation agreements specify the permitted purposes for which their network may be used to exchange data. While some Qualified HINs currently support all of the HIPAA permitted purposes, others may only support the Treatment permitted purpose. When Qualified HINs have varying, allowable permitted purposes in their own participation agreements, exchange between those Qualified HINs is limited and may not occur. This could prevent End Users from having a single “on-ramp” to interoperability. Consequently, Part B specifies a minimum set of Permitted Purposes that Qualified HINs and their participants and End Users must support. Qualified HINs may want to support additional permitted purposes and use cases for their participants. If so, they should clearly specify both the minimum set of permitted purposes that are supported and any additional permitted purposes for
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27 ONC, CCDA Scorecard, available at: [https://sitenv.org/ccda-smart-scorecard/](https://sitenv.org/ccda-smart-scorecard/)
using or disclosing Electronic Health Information. These should be specified in the Qualified HIN’s legal agreement with Participants, made open and transparent consistent with Principle 2.A, and clearly communicated when Electronic Health Information is requested or sent between Participants and Qualified HINs.

C. Publish, keep current, and make publicly available the Qualified HIN’s privacy practices.

HINs and their participants should ascribe to the following privacy practices:

1. Qualified HINs must comply with all Applicable Laws regarding the use and disclosure of ePHI or other Electronic Health Information.
2. Clearly specify the minimum set of “permitted purposes” for using or disclosing ePHI or other identifiable Electronic Health Information within the TEFCA and promote limiting the use of identifiable Electronic Health Information to the minimum amount required for non-treatment purposes. If there are technical variables, the Qualified HINs should clearly specify them.
3. Qualified HINs must have the capability to document and/or capture patient consent or written authorization if required by law and communicate such consent upon request.
4. Qualified HINs must not impede the ability of patients to access and direct their own Electronic Health Information to designated third parties as required by HIPAA.
5. Qualified HINs must have policies and procedures to allow a patient to withdrawal or revoke his or her participation in the exchange of his or her Electronic Health Information on a prospective basis.

These privacy practices are critical to effective exchange and have been incorporated into the terms and conditions in Part B. To further promote transparency, providing public and written notice describing how health information will be used is incorporated into Part B. HIPAA requires that all Covered Entities provide to their patients a Notice of Privacy Practices (NPP). The draft Trusted Exchange Framework requires a participating Covered Entity that is a Qualified HIN to add this information to its existing NPP. The draft Trusted Exchange Framework requires a Qualified HIN that is not a Covered Entity to publish and make available a notice as well.

Principle 3 - Cooperation and Non-Discrimination: Collaborate with stakeholders across the continuum of care to exchange Electronic Health Information, even when a stakeholder may be a business competitor.

A. Do not seek to gain competitive advantage by limiting access to individuals’ Electronic Health Information.

Qualified HINs and their participants should not treat individuals’ Electronic Health Information as an asset that can be restricted in order to obtain or maintain competitive advantage. For example, Qualified HINs and their Participants should not withhold health information requested for TPO purposes from healthcare providers or health plans that are outside of their preferred referral networks or outside of a value-based payment arrangement, such as by establishing internal policies and procedures that use privacy laws or regulations as a pretext for not sharing health information.
Likewise, Covered Entities should not implement technology in a manner that permits limiting the sharing of data. Qualified HINs and their participants should practice data reciprocity (e.g., have a willingness to share Electronic Health Information themselves as opposed to only participating in an exchange relationship only for the purpose of receiving health information from others). In addition, Fees and other costs should be reasonable and should not be used to interfere with, prevent, or materially discourage the access, exchange, or use of Electronic Health Information within a Qualified HIN or between Qualified HINs. Part B further specifies requirements on making any such Fees between Qualified HINs reasonable.

While Qualified HINs must comply with Applicable Laws, including the applicable HIPAA Rules – see OCR’s guidance on the HIPAA Security Rule – they should not use contract provisions or proprietary technology implementations to unduly limit connectivity with other Qualified HINs, such as by preventing the appropriate flow of health information across technological, geographic, or organizational boundaries for health and care, safety, quality measurement, payment, or research as permitted by law.

Qualified HIN participants must not prevent the sharing of Electronic Health Information for the permitted purposes specified in Part B because the receiving Covered Entity is considered a competitor. Additionally, Qualified HIN participants may not prevent the sharing of Electronic Health Information for such permitted purposes with a Covered Entity that is not in their preferred referral network or that is not part of an alternative payment model with the Qualified HIN Participant.

Qualified HINs may not use methods that discourage or impede appropriate health information exchange, such as throttling the speed with which data is exchanged, limiting the data elements that are exchanged with healthcare organizations that may be their competitor or a competitor of one of their Participants, or requiring burdensome testing requirements in order to connect and share data with another Qualified HIN.

**Principle 4 – Privacy, Security, and Safety: Exchange Electronic Health Information securely and in a manner that promotes patient safety and ensures data integrity.**

A. Ensure that Electronic Health Information is exchanged and used in a manner that promotes patient safety, including consistently and accurately matching Electronic Health Information to an individual.

Ensuring the integrity of electronically exchanged data is paramount to patient safety. When Electronic Health Information is exchanged, the promotion of patient safety begins with correctly matching the data to an individual so that care is provided to the right individual based on the right information. Sophisticated algorithms that use demographic data for matching are the primary method for connecting data to an individual. For example, for purposes of a health IT product seeking certification to the transitions of care criterion of the 2015 Edition, §170.315(b)(1) provides that when Electronic Health Information is exchanged in a C-CDA, a core set of patient demographic data must be included in
a standardized format. Likewise, Qualified HIN participants should ensure that the core set of demographic data is consistently captured for all patients so that it can be exchanged in a standard format and used to accurately match patient data.

In addition to the importance of the integrity of demographic data elements, overall Electronic Health Information integrity is a key component of promoting patient safety in electronic exchange. Where possible, standard nomenclatures should be used and be exchanged in a data format that is consumable by a receiving system, such as the C-CDA or via FHIR Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). Further, Qualified HIN participants need to update individuals’ clinical records to ensure that medications, allergies, and problems are up to date prior to exchanging such data with another healthcare organization. Finally, Qualified HINs and their participants should work collaboratively with standards development organizations (SDOs), health systems, and providers to ensure that standards, such as the C-CDA, are implemented in such a way that when Electronic Health Information is exchanged it can be received and accurately rendered by the receiving healthcare organization.

B. Ensure providers and organizations participating in exchange have confidence that the appropriate consent or written authorization was captured, if and when it is needed, prior to the exchange of Electronic Health Information.

The HIPAA Rules do not have a consent requirement for exchanging ePHI for Treatment, Payment, and most Health Care Operations purposes; however, the law does require an authorization from the patient to share ePHI for Health Care Operations purposes with another Covered Entity that does not have a relationship with the patient. Some state and federal laws do require patient consent for exchange of Electronic Health Information. For example, for some health conditions such as HIV, mental health, or genetic testing, state laws generally impose a higher privacy standard (e.g., requiring patient consent from the individual) than HIPAA. Additionally, under 42 C.F.R. Part 2, subject to certain exceptions, federally assisted “Part 2 programs” are required to obtain consent to disclose or re-disclose health information related to substance use disorder information, such as treatment for addiction. When required by federal or state law, a Qualified HIN’s ability to appropriately and electronically capture a patients’ permission to exchange or use their Electronic Health Information will engender trust amongst other Qualified HINs seeking to exchange with that network. For this reason, we have included this requirement in Part B.

Principle 5 - Access: Ensure that Individuals and their authorized caregivers have easy access to their Electronic Health Information.

A. Do not impede or put in place any unnecessary barriers to the ability of patients to access and direct their Electronic Health Information to designated third parties.

Stakeholders who maintain Electronic Health Information should (1) enable individuals to easily and conveniently access their Electronic Health Information, (2) be able to direct it to any desired location,
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28 See 45 C.F.R. 170.205 for API certification criteria.
and (3) ensure that individuals have a way to learn how their information is shared and used. This principle is consistent with the HIPAA Privacy Rule, which requires Covered Entities to provide PHI to patients in the form and format in which they request it, if it is readily producible in that form and format. This means that if it is stored electronically, patients can request it and access it electronically.

HIPAA also requires Covered Entities and Business Associates to send PHI to a third party of the patient or authorized representative’s choosing, upon request. Covered Entities and Business Associates may not impose limitations through internal policies and procedures that unduly burden the patient’s right to get a copy or to direct a copy of their health information to a third party of their choosing.29 Likewise, Qualified HINs and their participants – most of whom are Covered Entities or Business Associates – should not limit third-party applications from accessing individuals’ Electronic Health Information via an API when the application complies with Trusted Exchange Framework requirements and is directed by the individual. In addition, Qualified HINs and their Participants should commit to training all staff members on helping individuals obtain electronic access as demonstrated by ONC’s access videos and infographic.

Much like individuals’ access to their health information as required by HIPAA is important, it also is important for individuals to have access to information about who else has accessed or used their health information. As the Fair Information Practice Principles (FIPPs) of the Nationwide Privacy and Security Framework on openness and transparency states, “[p]ersons and entities, that participate in a network for the purpose of electronic exchange of individually identifiable health information, should provide reasonable opportunities for individuals to review who has accessed their individually identifiable health information or to whom it has been disclosed, in a readable form and format.”30 HINs should commit to following this principle, and should provide such opportunities electronically whenever possible, particularly when an individual makes the request electronically. NPP can also serve to help individuals understand how and when their health information is shared.

B. Have policies and procedures in place to allow a patient to withdraw or revoke his or her participation in the Qualified HIN.

Some individuals may prefer not to have their health information electronically shared via a Qualified HIN. Consequently, Qualified HINs and/or their participants must maintain policies and procedures that allow a patient to revoke his/her participation in the Qualified HIN on a prospective basis. Such policies and procedures must be easily and publicly available and be consistent with the HIPAA Privacy Rule right of an individual to request restriction of uses and disclosures, and the process for revoking participation must be easily accomplished by patients.

---

29 See 45 C.F.R. 164.524
Principle 6 - Data-driven Accountability: Exchange multiple records for a cohort of patients at one time in accordance with Applicable Law to enable identification and trending of data to lower the cost of care and improve the health of the population.

A. Enable participants to request and receive multiple patient records, based on a patient panel, \(^{31}\) at one time.

Health systems and providers may want to use Qualified HINs to decrease the number of discreet interfaces they have to build to exchange Electronic Health Information with other Covered Entities or with their own Business Associates for TPO, Individual Access, Benefits Determination, and Public Health purposes. For example, a provider may want to use a Qualified HIN to share Electronic Health Information from their EHR to a qualified clinical data registry (QCDR), a qualified entity (QE), a health information exchange (HIE), or a health IT developer providing care coordination or quality measurement services. Payers and health plans, including employer sponsored group health plans may wish to work with Qualified HINs to connect to Electronic Health Information that would better support payment and operations, including using analytics for services such as assessing individuals’ risk, population health analysis, and quality and cost analysis. These Population Level requests are fundamental to providing institutional accountability for healthcare systems across the country. Additionally, caregivers who are authorized legal representatives, known as “personal representatives” under HIPAA, may wish to access all of their family’s records at one time, rather than having to request one record at a time for each family member to the extent permitted by law.

Supporting these types of use cases necessitates the ability to exchange multiple patient records at one time (i.e. population level or “bulk transfer”), rather than potentially performing hundreds of data pulls or pushes for a panel of patients. Qualified HINs should provide the ability for participants to both pull and push population level records in a single transaction. This decreases the amount of time a clinician’s resources are devoted to such activity and makes more time available for actual patient care.

---

\(^{31}\) A patient panel is a list of patients assigned to a provider, health system, payer, etc.
Part B – Minimum Required Terms and Conditions for Trusted Exchange

Overview

As noted, Congress has charged ONC with ensuring full network-to-network exchange of Electronic Health Information (EHI) through a trusted exchange framework and common agreement (TEFCA). In Part B, we seek to provide a set of minimum, required terms and conditions for the purpose of ensuring that common practices are in place and required of all participants who participate in the final TEFCA. We recognize that all Covered Entities and Business Associates are required to have existing Business Associates’ Agreements applicable to the Uses and Disclosures of EHI. The following terms and conditions for trusted exchange align with all the requirements of and sit on the foundation of the HIPAA Rules. These terms and conditions are designed to help ensure, for example:

- Common authentication processes of trusted health information network participants,
- A common set of rules for trusted exchange, and
- A minimum core set of organizational and operational policies to enable the exchange of EHI among networks.

These terms and conditions will be reflected in the Common Agreement and complement the principles and objectives contained in the Principles of Trusted Exchange (Part A). Together Part A and Part B are designed to enable all stakeholders to have a single "on-ramp" to electronic exchange of health information, ultimately easing provider and patient burden.

As with all components of this document, ONC welcomes public comment on the provisions herein.

---

32 All capitalized terms or acronyms used herein without definition shall have the respective meanings assigned to such terms in Part B, Section 1 below.
1. Definitions


AALs: the Authentication Assurance Levels described in NIST Special Publication 800-63 (Revision 3), Digital Identity Guidelines (June 2017).

Applicable Law: all applicable federal or state laws and regulations then in effect.

Application Programing Interfaces (API): a set of software instructions and standards that allows machine to machine communication.

Attributable Cost: the Reasonable Allowable Cost of the Attributable Services.

Attributable Services refers to both:

(a) the services provided by a Qualified HIN that are necessary for the Qualified HIN to perform its obligations under the Common Agreement to the extent that the Qualified HIN is not providing such services prior to execution of the Common Agreement; and
(b) the services and licenses (if any) that the Qualified HIN must obtain from a third party in order to enter into the Common Agreement and satisfy its obligations thereunder but only to the extent that such third party services and licenses are not already being used in the Qualified HIN's operations prior to entering into the Common Agreement.

Without limitation of the foregoing, Attributable Services include:

(i) the development or modification of APIs for future versions of the USCDI (to the extent that such APIs do not exist prior to execution of the Common Agreement);
(ii) development of or revisions to the Broker in order to satisfy provisions of the Common Agreement that the Qualified HIN's Broker does not satisfy prior to entering into the Common Agreement; and
(iii) the legal services necessary to enter into the Common Agreement and to amend the Qualified HIN's agreements with its Participants in order to meet the requirements of the Common Agreement.

ATNA Integration Profile: the Audit Trail and Node Authentication Integration Profile that is part of the Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) International IT Infrastructure Technical Framework.

Benefits Determination: a determination made by any federal or state agency that an individual qualifies for federal or state benefits for any purpose other than healthcare (for example, Social Security disability benefits).

Breach: has the meaning assigned to it in 45 C.F.R. §164.402 of the HIPAA Rules.

Broadcast Query: an electronic method of requesting EHI (sometimes referred to as a “pull”) that asks all Qualified HINs and their Participants and End Users if they have EHI of an individual or set of
individuals rather than asking specific Qualified HINs and their Participants and End Users if they have EHI of an individual or a set of individuals.

Broker: see definition of Connectivity Broker below.

Brokered Broadcast Query: a Broadcast Query that (a) uses a Record Locator Service to identify all locations in the Qualified HIN’s network (including its Participants and their End Users) that hold an individual’s EHI, (b) queries all such locations simultaneously, (c) retrieves all of the individual’s EHI from such locations and (d) transmits it back or makes it available to the person or entity that initiated the query. For example, and without limitation of the foregoing, a Broadcast Query that asks for only limited EHI about an individual (such as individual EHI only in certain zip codes) is not a Brokered Broadcast Query unless the limitation was imposed by the person or entity that initiated the Broadcast Query.

Business Associate: has the meaning assigned to such term at 45 C.F.R. §160.103 of the HIPAA Rules.

Common Agreement: the Standard Agreement of the RCE which either (a) initially includes these terms and conditions, or (b) if the RCE has a Standard Agreement prior to the publication of these terms and conditions, its Standard Agreement as modified to include these terms and conditions. The Common Agreement may include such terms from the Standard Agreement or other terms as the RCE and the Qualified HINs deem appropriate; provided, however, that in the event of any conflict or inconsistency between or among Applicable Law, these terms and conditions, the Standard Agreement or any other terms, the following shall be the order of precedence to the extent that there is any conflict or inconsistency: (i) Applicable Law including the HIPAA Rules, (ii) these terms and conditions, (iii) the Standard Agreement, and (iv) any other terms and conditions agreed to by the parties.

Connectivity Broker (Broker): a service provided by a Qualified HIN that provides all of the following functions as further described in these terms and conditions with respect to all Permitted Purposes: master patient index (federated or centralized); Record Locator Service; all types of Queries/Pulls; and EHI return to an authorized requesting Qualified HIN. The Qualified HIN’s Broker service must return EHI from across all of the Qualified HIN’s Participants and their End Users in a single transaction or, upon request of the initiating Qualified HIN, provide a list of all EHI locations back to the initiating Qualified HIN’s Broker and, if further requested by the initiating Qualified HIN, subsequently return the requested EHI to the initiating Qualified HIN.

Covered Entity: has the meaning assigned to such term at 45 C.F.R. §160.103 of the HIPAA Rules.

Current USCDI: the version of the USCDI for which updated APIs and data formats are then required under Section 2.3 below as of the date on which the Query/Pull is initiated.

Data: one or more elements of EHI (unless otherwise expressly specified). If the word data is not capitalized, the foregoing definition shall not apply.

Disclosure: has the meaning assigned in 45 C.F.R. §160.103 of the HIPAA Rules.
Discovery: for purposes of determining the day on which a Breach was discovered, the term discovered shall have the same meaning assigned to it in 45 C.F.R. §164.404 of the HIPAA Rules.

Directed Query: an electronic method of requesting EHI (sometimes referred to as a pull) that asks only specific Participants and/or End Users if they have EHI on an individual or set of individuals.

Electronic Health Information (EHI): any health information regarding an individual that is transmitted by or maintained in electronic media, as defined in 45 C.F.R. 160.103, and includes but is not limited to Electronic Protected Health Information. EHI also includes electronic health data accessed, exchanged or used in the context of the Trusted Exchange Framework and refers to all electronic health-related data developed for an individual, on behalf of an individual or received from an individual that relates to the past, present or future health or condition of an individual; the provision of healthcare to an individual; or the past, present or future payment for the provision of healthcare to an individual. EHI may, for example, be provided directly from an individual or from technology that the individual has elected to use. It is not required to have been created or received by a health care provider, health plan, public health authority, employer, life insurer, school, university or health care clearinghouse.

Electronic Protected Health Information (ePHI): has the meaning set forth in 45 C.F.R. §160.103 of the HIPAA Rules.

End Entity: a user of public key infrastructure (PKI) digital certificates or an end user system that is the subject of a PKI digital certificate.

End User: an individual or organization using the services of a Participant to send and/or receive EHI.

End User Obligations: all of the obligations of End Users set forth in Section 10 below or elsewhere in these terms and conditions.

FALs: the Federation Assurance Levels described in NIST Special Publication 800-63 (Revision 3), Digital Identity Guidelines (June 2017).

Fees: all fees and other amounts charged by a person or entity with respect to the services provided by the person or entity in connection with the Common Agreement. Fees may include but not limited to, one-time membership fees, ongoing membership fees, testing fees, ongoing usage fees, transaction fees, data analytics fees, and any other present or future obligation to pay money or provide any other thing of value.


Health Care Operations: has the meaning set forth in 45 C.F.R. §164.501 of the HIPAA Rules.

Healthcare Provider: has the meaning set forth at 45 C.F.R. §160.103 of the HIPAA Rules.

Health Information Network (HIN): means an individual or entity that --

(a) determines, oversees, or administers policies or agreements that define business, operational, technical, or other conditions or requirements for enabling or facilitating access, exchange, or use of Electronic Health Information between or among two or more unaffiliated individuals or entities;

(b) provides, manages, or controls any technology or service that enables or facilitates the exchange of Electronic Health Information between or among two or more unaffiliated individuals or entities; or

(c) exercises substantial influence or control with respect to the access, exchange, or use of Electronic Health Information between or among two or more unaffiliated individuals or entities.

HIN Agreement: the written agreement between a Health Information Network and a Participant that uses its services.


HIPAA Rules: as set forth in 45 C.F.R. Parts 160, 162 and 164 and as amended (as applicable) as of the date in question.

HL7: Health Level Seven International, a standards developing organization.

IAL2: Identity Assurance Level 2 described in NIST Special Publication 800-63 (Revision 3), Digital Identity Guidelines (June 2017).

IHE: IHE International, Inc., a not for profit corporation (sometimes also referred to as Integrating the Healthcare Environment).

IHE XCA: the cross-community access profile that supports the means to query and retrieve individual relevant medical data held by other communities then most recently formally adopted by IHE.

Individual: Includes the following: an individual as defined by 45 C.F.R. § 160.103, as amended; any other person who is the subject of the electronic health information being accessed, exchanged, or used; a person who qualifies as a personal representative in accordance with 45 C.F.R. §164.502(g), as amended; a person who is a legal representative of and can make health care decisions on behalf of an individual described in this definition; or an executor, administrator or other person having authority to act on behalf of a deceased individual or the individual’s estate under State or other law.
Individual Access:

1) With respect to the Permitted Purposes definition, an individual’s right to access and obtain a copy of ePHI pursuant to all Applicable Law including, without limitation, 45 C.F.R. §164.524 which sets forth the right of an individual to direct that a copy of ePHI in one or more designated record sets be transmitted to another person designated by the individual. Individual includes a personal representative of the individual in question to the extent permitted under Applicable Law.

2) With respect to a Query/Pull for Individual Access, the response shall be provided as required by these terms and conditions regardless of whether it was initiated for the individual by a consumer or patient-facing application or product selected by the individual that complies with all appropriate privacy and security requirements of this agreement and Applicable Law and is connected to or is itself a Participant or an End User.

Information Blocking: has the meaning set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 300jj–52 and any applicable regulations promulgated thereunder that are then in effect.

ISA: the reference guide version of the Interoperability Standards Advisory then most recently published by ONC on its website or any successor to such document subsequently designated by ONC.


OASIS: the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards, a nonprofit consortium.

OAuth 2.0: an authorization framework developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) OAuth Work Group.

Onboard: all implementation and other activities necessary for a Participant to become operational in the live environment of a Qualified HiN.

ONC: the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.

OpenID Connect: an interoperable authentication protocol based on the OAuth 2.0 family of specifications promulgated by the OpenID Foundation.

Participant: a person or an entity that participates in a Health Information Network that is a Qualified HiN. Without limitation of the foregoing, a health information exchange could be a Participant with respect to a Qualified HiN.
Participant Agreement: an agreement between a Participant and each of its End Users.

Participant Obligations: all of the obligations of Participants set forth in Section 9 below or elsewhere in these terms and conditions.

Payment: has the meaning set forth in 45 C.F.R. §164.501 of the HIPAA Rules.

Permitted Purposes: Use or Disclosure for Treatment, Payment, Health Care Operations, Public Health, Individual Access, and Benefits Determination as permitted and pursuant to an Authorization and to the extent permitted under Applicable Law.

Population Level: a type of exchange of EHI of multiple individuals in a single transaction, sometimes referred to as a bulk transfer.

Protected Health Information (PHI): has the meaning set forth in 45 C.F.R. §164.501 of the HIPAA Rules.

Public Health: with respect to the definition of Permitted Purposes, a use or disclosure permitted under the HIPAA Rules and any other Applicable Law for public health activities and purposes, including, without limitation, 45 C.F.R. §164.512(b) and 45 C.F.R. §164.514(e) of the HIPAA Rules.

Qualified HIN: a Health Information Network that meets the following criteria and has agreed to the Common Agreement including the terms and conditions set forth herein:

(a) Is an entity that provides the ability to locate and transmit EHI between multiple persons and/or entities electronically, on demand or pursuant to one or more automated processes;
(b) Controls and utilizes a Connectivity Broker service for all EHI exchange subject to the Common Agreement;
(c) Is Participant neutral, meaning that none of the exchanges of EHI by or on behalf of the Qualified HIN include the Qualified HIN itself (whether directly or indirectly) as one of the parties except to the extent that the Qualified HIN receives and maintains such EHI as part of a repository it maintains as a Health Information Network but does not Use or Disclose it except to the extent permitted as a Business Associate under the HIPAA Regulations and other Applicable Law;
(d) Has Participants that are actively exchanging EHI in the data classes included in the then Current USCDI in a live clinical environment in accordance with Section 3 and Section 6 below; and
(e) Demonstrates that it has mechanisms in place, whether by contract or otherwise, (1) to impose all of the Participant Obligations on all Participants who provide or have access to any of the Health Information Network’s services; and (2) whether directly or indirectly, to audit Participants’ compliance with all relevant obligations and provide for appropriate remedial action (up to and including exclusion) against any Participant that fails to comply with the same.

Query/Pull: includes both Directed Query and any type of Broadcast Query.
Reasonable Allowable Cost: costs of a Qualified HIN that:

(a) were actually incurred;
(b) were reasonably incurred;
(c) are either the direct costs of providing the Attributable Services or are a reasonable allocation of indirect costs of providing the Attributable Services; and
(d) are based on objective and verifiable criteria that are uniformly applied for all substantially similar or similarly situated classes of persons and requests.

Recognized Coordinating Entity (RCE): the entity selected by ONC that will enter into agreements with HINs that qualify and elect to become Qualified HINs in order to impose, at a minimum, the requirements of the Common Agreement on the Qualified HINs and administer such requirements on an ongoing basis as described herein.

Record Locator Service (RLS): a service that provides the ability to identify where records are located based upon criteria such as an individual’s demographic data and/or record data type, as well as providing functionality for the ongoing maintenance of this location information.

SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language): an open standard for exchanging authentication and authorization data between parties, in particular, between an identify provider and a service provider, which has been adopted by OASIS.

SHA-2 (Secure Hash Algorithm 2): a set of cryptographic hash functions designed by the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) and published by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as a U.S. Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS).

SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol): a protocol specification for exchanging structured information in the implementation of web services in computer networks introduced by several vendors.

SSL (Secure Sockets Layer): a security protocol for establishing encrypted links between a web server and a browser in an online communication, a standard adopted by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).

Standard Agreement: the written agreement between the RCE and a Health Information Network that uses its services.

TEFCA: the Trusted Exchange Framework and Common Agreement then in effect and published in the Federal Register and on ONC’s website.

TPO: Treatment, Payment and Health Care Operations.

TLS (Transport Layer Security): a cryptographic protocol that provides communication security over a computer network, a standard adopted by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).

Treatment: has the meaning set forth at 45 C.F.R. §164.501 of the HIPAA Rules.

Use: has the meaning assigned in 45 C.F.R. §160.103 of the HIPAA Rules.
US Core Data for Interoperability (USCDI): As adopted and updated from time to time by HHS, a minimum set of data classes (including, without limitation, specified clinical data fields) that should be exchanged when the data is available.

Whitelist: a list of e-mail addresses or IP addresses from which an application blocking program will allow messages to be received.

XSPA Profile (Cross-Enterprise Security and Privacy Authorization Profile): a profile which has been adopted by OASIS.

XUA Profile (Cross-Enterprise User Assertion Profile): a profile that is part of the IHE International IT Infrastructure Technical Framework.

X.509: a standard for digital certificates promulgated by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) that uses the international X.509 public key infrastructure (PKI) standard to verify that a public key belongs to the user, computer or service identity contained within the certificate.

2. Requirements of Qualified HINs

2.1 No Limitations on EHI Aggregation. A Qualified HIN shall not limit the aggregation of EHI that is exchanged among Participants, provided that any such EHI aggregation is in support of the Permitted Purposes and in accordance with all Applicable Law.

2.2 Permitted and Future Uses of EHI. Once EHI is shared with another Qualified HIN, the receiving Qualified HIN may exchange, retain, Use and Disclose such EHI only to perform functions in connection with the Permitted Purposes in accordance with the Common Agreement and the Qualified HIN’s Participant Agreements or as otherwise permitted by Applicable Law.

2.3 Mandatory Updating of the USCDI. Each Qualified HIN shall update its data format and/or API to include new data classes (including, without limitation, specified clinical data fields) added to the USCDI within a reasonable time (not less than twelve (12) months) after the date of the data classes being officially added to the USCDI.

2.4 Implementation of API. Each Qualified HIN shall implement the APIs necessary to perform its obligations hereunder within twelve (12) months of the date of the API Implementation Guide being formally adopted by HL7 on its public website and recognized by ONC on its public website. For any additional standards necessary for the Qualified HIN’s Broker to facilitate interoperable transactions among Qualified HINs, the Qualified HIN shall consult and seek to have its Broker use standards identified in the then most recent ISA.

2.5 Mandatory Updating of Participant Agreements. Each Qualified HIN shall update its Participant Agreements to incorporate the applicable minimum terms and conditions set forth herein within twelve (12) months of the date of the final Common Agreement being published.
2.6 Completion of Onboarding Requirements. Each Qualified HIN shall ensure that each Participant has completed the necessary requirements to Onboard to the Qualified HIN within a reasonable time and is subsequently exchanging EHI in a live environment.

2.7 Compliance with Updated Standards. Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, whenever this Agreement references any standard, implementation specification, or certification criteria to which a Qualified HIN or Participant must comply, the Qualified HIN or Participant shall not be required to comply with any updates to such standards, implementation specifications or certification criteria until twelve (12) months after such standard has been formally adopted by HHS or other applicable authority.

3. Standardization

3.1 Connectivity Broker (Broker) Capabilities: Each Qualified HIN shall provide the following capabilities and take the following actions using its Broker when it: (a) initiates any authorized Query/Pull to another Qualified HIN, or (b) receives an authorized request for EHI from another Qualified HIN (or anyone authorized to act on behalf of a Qualified HIN):

3.1.1 The Broker shall send and receive all of the EHI in the data classes included in the then Current USCDI when and to the extent such EHI is requested and electronically available within or through the Qualified HIN’s Health Information Network.

3.1.2 As more fully described in the following provisions of this Section 3, the Qualified HIN’s Broker shall send and receive all of the “patient matching data” so labelled and specified in the 2015 Edition certification criterion set forth at 45 C.F.R. §170.315(b)(1)(iii)(G) (or any then applicable standards adopted in the future by HHS) when and to the extent that such data is electronically available within or through the Qualified HIN’s network to the extent permitted under Applicable Law.

3.1.3 As more fully described in the following provisions of this Section 3, the Qualified HIN’s Broker shall adhere to standards and implementation specifications for electronic data and interoperability that are outlined in 45 C.F.R. Part 170, Subpart B as applicable and referenced in the 2015 Edition (or any then applicable standards and implementation specifications adopted in the future by HHS) for the uses to which those standards and implementation specifications are applied. For any additional standards and implementation specifications necessary for the Qualified HIN’s Broker to facilitate interoperable transactions among Qualified HINs, the Qualified HIN shall consult and seek to have its Broker use standards and implementation specifications identified in the then most recent ISA.

3.1.4 When a Participant initiates any Query/Pull, (a) the Participant’s Qualified HIN shall cause its Broker to initiate the Query/Pull for all EHI in the data classes included in the then Current USCDI to the extent requested and permitted under Applicable Law, and (b) each Qualified HIN shall cause its Broker to respond to all Queries/Pulls for data classes included in the then Current USCDI to the extent requested and permitted under Applicable Law.
3.1.5 Within twelve (12) months after the FHIR standard with respect to Population Level Query/Pulls has been formally approved by HL7, each Qualified HIN shall cause its Broker to be able to initiate and respond to all Query/Pulls for as many individuals as may be requested by another Qualified HIN in a single Query/Pull.

3.1.6 Each Qualified HIN shall cause its Broker to promptly and accurately enter all queries/pulls it initiates or responds to into an audit log and to maintain the audit log as required by Applicable Law.

3.1.7 The Qualified HIN shall cause the Broker to be able to initiate Queries/Pulls and respond to all Queries/Pulls with Brokers of all other Qualified HINs in accordance with both the IHE XCA standards then most recently formally adopted and the certification criterion specified at 45 C.F.R. 170 Subpart B as applicable and referenced in the 2015 Edition (or any then applicable standards and implementation specifications adopted in the future by HHS).

3.1.8 Initiating Queries. The Qualified HIN shall cause its Broker to perform the following functions when initiating any Query/Pull:

(a) The initiating Broker of the Qualified HIN shall receive the Query/Pull request from the Qualified HIN's Participants in any format that has been agreed upon within the Qualified HIN's Health Information Network;

(b) The initiating Broker of a Qualified HIN shall send all Queries/Pulls to the Broker of each other Qualified HIN that is then processing Queries/Pulls in a live environment pursuant to the Common Agreement using IHE XCPD or standards specified in the then applicable certification criterion at 45 C.F.R. 170 Subpart B as applicable and referenced in the 2015 Edition (or any then applicable standards and implementation specifications adopted in the future by HHS);

(c) Upon receiving confirmation from the responding Broker that an individual's EHI is available, the initiating Broker of the Qualified HIN shall send a Query/Pull to the Broker of each other Qualified HIN that confirmed EHI availability, using IHE XCA or standards specified in the certification criterion at 45 C.F.R. 170 Subpart B as applicable and referenced in the 2015 Edition (or any then applicable standards and implementation specifications adopted in the future by HHS) that would complement or replace a format described herein;

(d) When performing each Query/Pull, the Qualified HIN's Broker shall identify the specific Permitted Purpose for the Query/Pull using a SAML token for the message in accordance with the NHIN Authorization Framework 3.0 specification, Section 3.2.2.6, Purpose of Use Attribute or any successor specification subsequently formally adopted or specified by HHS;

(e) The initiating Qualified HIN shall cause its Broker to consolidate results from all Brokers of other Qualified HINs that respond; and

(f) When delivering responses to an initiating Qualified HIN's own Participant that were received from another Qualified HIN in response to Queries/Pulls from the initiating Qualified HIN's own Participant, the Broker of the initiating Qualified HIN may use any
internally defined interactions (such as individual matching, provider identity, or data transmission) to send EHI to the initiating Qualified HIN's own Participant.

3.1.9 Responding to Queries/Pulls. The Qualified HIN shall cause its Broker to perform the following functions when responding to any Query/Pull from any other Qualified HIN.

(a) The responding Qualified HIN’s Broker shall use a Brokered Broadcast Query to determine the Participant and Qualified HIN systems which hold the EHI requested, subject to any limitations set forth in the Query/Pull and to the extent permitted by Applicable Law;

(b) The responding Qualified HIN’s Broker may use any internally defined interactions (such as individual matching, provider identity, data transmission) to retrieve all of the EHI in the data classes included in the then Current USCDI from its Participants as long as it responds to the initiating Qualified HIN’s Broker in accordance with the other requirements of this Section 3. Additionally, regardless of the format and any problems that may arise from the format in which the Participant entered the EHI or makes it available for a response, the responding Broker is responsible for returning all of the EHI in the data classes included in the then Current USCDI, when and to the extent that such EHI is available and has been requested and the response is in compliance with Applicable Law; and

(c) If more than one Participant internal to the Qualified HIN’s Health Information Network has the desired EHI, the responding Broker shall consolidate the results from the multiple Participants into one response to the Initiating Broker.

3.2 USCDI

3.2.1 Each Qualified HIN shall exchange all of the EHI in the data classes in the then Current USCDI to the extent such EHI is then available from its Participants and has been requested and to the extent permitted by Applicable Law.

3.2.2 All Participants of a Qualified HIN that collect and maintain EHI in the data classes included in the then Current USCDI, upon request, shall provide all such EHI to fulfill such request to the extent the EHI is available and permitted under Applicable Law.

3.3 Patient Demographic Data for Matching

3.3.1 Each Qualified HIN shall support the exchange of the patient matching data enumerated in the 2015 Edition certification criterion adopted at 45 C.F.R. §170.315(b)(1)(iii)(G) (or any then applicable certification criteria adopted in the future by HHS) to the extent permitted by Applicable Law.

3.3.2 Participants who collect and maintain the patient matching data enumerated in the 2015 Edition Certification Criterion adopted at 45 C.F.R. §170.315(b)(1)(iii)(G) (or any then applicable certification criteria adopted in the future by HHS) shall provide all such data to the extent permitted by Applicable Law when initiating or responding to Queries/Pulls.
3.4 Data Quality Characteristics

3.4.1 To ensure that Qualified HINs exchange accurate patient demographic data that is used for matching, Qualified HINs shall annually evaluate their patient demographic data management practices using the then current ONC Patient Demographic Data Quality Framework. The first such evaluation shall be conducted within twelve (12) months after the first version of the ONC Patient Demographic Data Quality Framework has been published in final form on ONC’s website.

4. Transparency

4.1 Agreements and Fee Schedules

4.1.1 Access to Agreements. Qualified HINs shall make available, respectively, their Standard Agreements and Participant Agreements to ONC and the RCE upon request.

4.1.2 Publication of Fee Schedule. Within fifteen (15) days after signing the Common Agreement, each Qualified HIN shall file with ONC a schedule of Fees used by the Qualified HIN relating to the use of the Qualified HIN’s services provided pursuant to the Common Agreement that are charged to other Qualified HINs and/or Participants. If any of the Fees change while the Common Agreement is in effect, the Qualified HIN changing such Fees shall file an updated disclosure of the Fees with ONC within thirty (30) days after the effective date of such change. For purposes of this filing requirement, a change in Fees shall include any change in Fees, waiver of Fees or additional Fees that the Qualified HIN applies to all Qualified HINs and/or Participants or to any one or more of the Qualified HINs or Participants. When filing such fee schedule with ONC, the Qualified HIN shall clearly label all information with respect to Fees that may contain trade secrets or commercial or financial information that is privileged or confidential.

4.2 Publication of USCDI Data Classes. Each Qualified HIN shall publish and maintain on its public website a list of each of the data classes from the then Current USCDI that the Qualified HIN supports for any and all of the Permitted Purposes.

4.3 Disclosures for Patient Safety, Public Health and Quality Improvement Purposes. Upon request, each Qualified HIN shall disclose information to the Participants and other entities described below for the following patient safety, public health, and quality improvement purposes to the extent permitted by Applicable Law: (i) sharing comparative user experiences that may affect patient care; (ii) developing best practices for health information exchange and clinician use; (iii) reporting of EHR-related adverse events, hazards, and other unsafe conditions to government agencies, accrediting bodies, patient safety organizations, or other public or private entities that are specifically engaged in patient quality or safety initiatives; (iv) conducting research studies for peer-reviewed journals; (v) participating in cyber threat sharing activities; and (vi) identifying security flaws in the operation of the Qualified HIN that would not otherwise fall into subsection (v). Participants that are Covered Entities or Business Associates should consider their HIPAA Privacy and Security Rule obligations before sharing EHI for these purposes.
5. Cooperation and Non-Discrimination

5.1 Permitted Purposes and EHI Reciprocity. To the extent permitted by Applicable Law, each Qualified HIN shall support all of the Permitted Purposes by providing, upon request, all of the EHI in the then current USCDI to the extent the EHI is available.

5.2 Non-Discrimination.

5.2.1 A Qualified HIN may not require exclusivity or otherwise prohibit (or attempt to prohibit) any of its Participants from joining, exchanging EHI with, conducting other transactions with, using the services of, or supporting any other Qualified HIN.

5.2.2 A Qualified HIN shall not unfairly or unreasonably limit exchange or interoperability with any other Qualified HIN, such as by means of burdensome testing requirements that are applied in a discriminatory manner, sending EHI at different speeds (sometimes referred to as data throttling), or other means that limits the ability of a Qualified HIN to send or receive EHI with another Qualified HIN or slows down the rate at which such EHI is sent or received. As used in this Section 5, a discriminatory manner means action that is taken or not taken with respect to any Qualified HIN, Participant or End User, or group of them due to the role it plays in the healthcare system, whether it is a competitor, whether it is affiliated with or has a contractual relationship with any other entity, or whether it has or fails to have any other characteristic; provided, however, that different treatment shall not be deemed discriminatory to the extent that it is based on a reasonable and good faith belief that the entity or group has not satisfied or will not be able to satisfy the applicable terms of the Common Agreement (including compliance with Applicable Law) in any material respect. For example, imposing different testing requirements on a Qualified HIN because it primarily serves providers that are not users of a certain electronic health record system or because it primarily serves payers would be considered discriminatory for purposes of this Section.

5.2.3 In revising and updating its Broker from time to time, a Qualified HIN will use commercially reasonable efforts to do so in accordance with generally accepted industry practices implemented in a manner that will not cause other Qualified HINs unreasonable cost, expense or delay in executing Queries/Pulls from the revised or updated Broker; provided, however, this provision shall not apply to the extent that such revisions or updates are required by Applicable Law or in order to respond promptly to newly discovered privacy or security threats.

5.2.4 Each Qualified HIN shall use commercially reasonable efforts to provide reasonable prior written notice of all revisions or updates of its Broker to all other Qualified HINs and to the Recognized Coordinating Entity if such revisions or updates could adversely impact the exchange of EHI between Qualified HINs or require changes in the Brokers of any other Qualified HIN regardless of whether they are necessary due to Applicable Law or newly discovered privacy or security threats.

5.3 Fees.
5.3.1 A Qualified HIN must use reasonable and non-discriminatory criteria and methods in creating and applying pricing models if it charges any fees, or imposes any other costs or expenses on another Qualified HIN. Nothing in these terms and conditions requires any Qualified HIN to charge or pay any amounts to another Qualified HIN. Subject to the further limitations set forth below, only the Qualified HIN's Attributable Costs may be charged to another Qualified HIN.

5.3.2 A responding Qualified HIN may charge an initiating Qualified HIN an amount equal to the responding Qualified HIN’s Attributable Costs for responding to Queries/Pulls by the initiating Qualified HIN only if they were incurred for the Permitted Purposes of Treatment, Payment, or Health Care Operations. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth in the Common Agreement or elsewhere, a responding Qualified HIN may not charge any amount for responding to Queries/Pulls for the Permitted Purposes of Individual Access, Public Health or Benefits Determination.

5.3.3 A Qualified HIN may not impose any royalty, revenue sharing, or other fee on the use of the EHI (including secondary uses) once it is accessed by another Qualified HIN.

5.4 **Broadcast and Directed Queries.** Except as required by the HIPAA Rules or other Applicable Law, no Qualified HIN shall enter into any agreement other than the Common Agreement with another Qualified HIN who has also adopted the Common Agreement with respect to any Broadcast Query or Directed Query with respect to any of the Permitted Purposes.

### 6. Privacy, Security, and Patient Safety

6.1 **Privacy Requirements**

6.1.1 **Individual Access.** Each Qualified HIN agrees and acknowledges that individuals have a right to access, share and receive their available ePHI in accordance with the HIPAA Rules, section 4006(b) of the 21st Century Cures Act, and the terms and conditions of the Common Agreement. Each Qualified HIN agrees and acknowledges that individuals have a right to direct a HIPAA Covered Entity to transmit a copy of ePHI in a designated record set to any third parties designated by the individual in accordance with Applicable Law. Similarly, each Qualified HIN agrees and acknowledges that individuals have a right to direct a Participant or End User to transmit a copy of EHI to any third parties designated by the individual in accordance with Applicable Law.

6.1.2 **Permitted and Future Uses and Disclosures of ePHI.** Once ePHI is shared with another Qualified HIN, the receiving Qualified HIN may exchange, retain, Use and Disclose such ePHI only to perform functions in connection with the Permitted Purposes in accordance with the Common Agreement and the Qualified HIN's Participant Agreements, or as otherwise permitted by Applicable Law.

6.1.3 **Breach Notification.** When acting as a Business Associate, the Qualified HIN shall comply with all applicable Breach notification requirements regarding ePHI pursuant to 45 CFR §164.410 of the HIPAA Rules. Following discovery of a Breach of ePHI or EHI, the Qualified HIN
further shall notify, in writing, the RCE without unreasonable delay, but no later than fifteen (15) calendar days, after Discovery of the Breach in order to allow other affected parties to satisfy their reporting obligations. Upon receipt of such notice, the RCE shall be responsible for notifying, in writing, other Qualified HINs affected by the Breach within seven (7) calendar days.

6.1.4 Demand for Compulsory Disclosures. If the Qualified HIN is requested or required (by oral questions, interrogatories, requests for information or documents, subpoena, civil investigation, demand or similar process) to disclose any ePHI in connection with a Breach of ePHI, then the Qualified HIN shall provide to the Participant prompt written notice of such request(s), unless such notice is not permitted by Applicable Law, so that the Participant may seek an appropriate protective order and/or waiver of compliance with the provisions of the Common Agreement. In the event that such protective order or other appropriate remedy to prevent such disclosure is not obtained, the Qualified HIN may disclose only that portion of the ePHI (and only to those persons or entities) which is legally required, and the Qualified HIN agrees to reasonably cooperate to the extent permitted by Applicable Law in securing assurances that the disclosed ePHI will be accorded confidential treatment.

6.1.5 Law Enforcement Exception to Breach Notification. If a Qualified HIN is notified, in writing, by any law enforcement official, that a Breach notification would impede a criminal investigation or cause damage to national security, then the Qualified HIN shall delay the Breach notification for the time period specified by the law enforcement official in accordance with the requirements of 45 C.F.R. §164.412 and 45 C.F.R. §164.528(a)(2).

6.1.6 Consent. If and to the extent that Applicable Law requires that an individual’s consent to the Use or Disclosure of his or her EHI, the Participant of a Qualified HIN (or the End User of such a Participant) that has a direct relationship with the individual shall be responsible for obtaining and maintaining the consent of the individual (each a “Qualified HIN’s Consenting Individual”) consistent with the applicable requirements. Each Qualified HIN shall specify such responsibility in its Participant Agreements. Each Qualified HIN shall require its Participants to provide the Qualified HIN with a copy of each consent of a Qualified HIN’s consenting individual and the Qualified HIN shall maintain copies of such consents and make them available electronically to any other Qualified HIN upon request.

6.1.7 Revocation of Consent. Consistent with Applicable Law, each Qualified HIN agrees to maintain policies and procedures to allow an individual to withdraw or revoke his or her permission for the Use and Disclosure of the individual’s EHI as obtained under Section 6.1.6 on a prospective basis.

6.1.8 Written Notice. Each Qualified HIN agrees to publish and make publicly available a written notice in plain language that describes each Qualified HIN’s privacy practices regarding the access, exchange, Use and Disclosure of ePHI with substantially the same content as described in 45 CFR §164.520(b). The written notice must contain a description, including at
least one (1) example of each type of Permitted Purpose. If a Qualified HIN is a Covered Entity, the Qualified HIN’s Notice of Privacy Practices must meet the requirements of 45 CFR §164.520.

6.2. **Minimum Security Requirements.** To ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of ePHI and consistent with the Security Rule, each Qualified HIN (a Business Associate under the HIPAA Rules) shall be required to implement the following minimum security requirements described below within twelve (12) months from the date the TEFCA is published in the Federal Register, unless otherwise specified below. As a Business Associate, each Qualified HIN acknowledges that it is directly liable under the HIPAA Rules and subject to civil and, in some cases, criminal penalties for making Uses and Disclosures of ePHI that are not authorized by its contract or required by Applicable Law. Each Qualified HIN further acknowledges that a Business Associate is directly liable and subject to civil penalties for failing to safeguard ePHI in accordance with the HIPAA Security Rule.

6.2.1 **HIPAA Security Rule Crosswalk to the NIST Cybersecurity Framework (CSF).** In addition to complying with the HIPAA Security Rule and the 2015 Edition Health Information Technology (Health IT) Certification Criteria, 2015 Edition Base Electronic Health Record (EHR) Definition, and ONC Health IT Certification Program Modifications, each Qualified HIN shall evaluate its security program on at least an annual basis. As part of its ongoing security risk analysis and risk management program, this evaluation must include a review of the NIST CSF HIPAA Security Rule Mapping, the ONC/OCR HIPAA Security Risk Assessment Tool, and the ONC Guide to Privacy and Security of Electronic Health Information, as tools to help ensure its compliance with the HIPAA Rules and to improve its ability to secure ePHI and other critical information and business processes. To the extent that a review of the NIST CSF HIPAA Security Rule Mapping identifies any gaps in the Qualified HIN’s compliance with the HIPAA Rules or other Applicable Law, then the Qualified HIN shall assess and implement evolving technologies and best practices that it determines would be reasonable and appropriate to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the PHI that it creates, receives, maintains or transmits, and provide documentation of such evaluation.

6.2.2 **Data Integrity.** Each Qualified HIN’s security policy shall include the following elements to ensure data integrity of all EHI that it receives, maintains or transmits:

(i) Procedures to ensure that EHI is not improperly altered or destroyed;

(ii) Procedures to protect against reasonably anticipated, impermissible uses or disclosures of EHI;

(iii) Procedures to maintain backup copies of systems, databases, and private keys in the event of software and/or data corruption, if the Qualified HIN is serving as a certificate authority; and

(iv) Procedures to test and restore backup copies of systems, databases, and private keys, if the Qualified HIN is serving as a certificate authority, to ensure each Qualified HIN can
retrieve data from backup copies in the event of a disaster, emergency, or other circumstance requiring the restoration of EHI to preserve data integrity.

Each Qualified HIN shall report instances of inaccurate or incomplete EHI to the Participant who is the originator of the EHI, and request that Participant remediate such data integrity issues in a timely manner to the extent reasonably possible.

6.2.3  **Access Control – Authorization.** Each Qualified HIN’s security policy shall include the following elements to ensure appropriate access controls and user authentication:

(i)  Procedures to ensure that users attempting to access system functions and EHI possess the appropriate credentials (such as privileges granted and provisioned in security and privacy management) to access the minimum necessary information needed;

(ii)  For SOAP-based transactions, the implementation of the [OASIS XSPA Profile of SAML](https://docs.oasis-open.org/security/xspa/v3.1.0/errata1.0/dmtf-xspa-v3.1.0-errata1.0.html);

(iii)  For SOAP-based transactions, the implementation of the OASIS XSPA Profile of extensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) Profile for authenticating, administering, and enforcing authorization policies that control access to health information residing within or across enterprise boundaries; and

(iv)  For FHIR APIs-based transactions, the SMART App Authorization Guide for the use of [OAUTH 2.0](https://openid.net/connect/).

6.2.4  **Identity Proofing.** Each Qualified HIN’s security policy shall include the following elements to ensure appropriate identity proofing:

(i)  **End Users/Participants.** Each Qualified HIN shall identity proof Participants and participating End Users at a minimum of IAL2 prior to issuance of credentials; and

(ii)  **Individuals.** Each Qualified HIN shall identity proof individuals at a minimum of IAL2 prior to issuance of credentials; provided, however, that the Qualified HIN may supplement identity information by allowing Participant staff to act as trusted referees. Participant staff also may act as authoritative sources by using knowledge of the identity of the individuals (e.g., physical comparison to legal photographic identification cards such as driver’s licenses or passports, or employee or school identification badges) collected during an antecedent in-person registration event. All personally identifiable information collected by the Participant staff or Qualified HIN shall be limited to the minimum necessary to resolve a unique identity.

6.2.5  **Authentication.**

(i)  **Individuals.** Each Qualified HIN shall authenticate individuals at a minimum of AAL2, and provide support for at least FAL2 or, alternatively, FAL3.
(ii) **End Users/Participants.** Each Qualified HIN shall authenticate End Users and Participants at a minimum of AAL2, and provide support for at least FAL2 or, alternatively, FAL3.

(iii) For FHIR API-based transactions the SMART App Authorization Guide for the use of OAuth 2.0.

(iv) For FHIR API-based transactions that require End User authentication, the identity data scopes of the SMART App Authorization Guide for the use of OpenID Connect 2.0.

6.2.6 **Credential Management.** Each Qualified HIN’s security policy shall include the following elements to ensure appropriate credential management:

(i) Each Qualified HIN’s issuer certificate authorities and registration authorities shall protect repository information not intended for public dissemination or modification. Each Qualified HIN issuer certificate authorities shall provide unrestricted read access to the Qualified HIN’s repositories for legitimate uses and shall implement logical and physical access controls to prevent unauthorized write access to such repositories.

6.2.7 **Transport Security.** Each Qualified HIN’s security policy shall include the following elements to ensure appropriate data transport security:

(i) **Authentication Server Requirements.**

(a) **SOAP-based Security.** Each Qualified HIN’s SOAP-based servers shall conform to the connection authentication requirements as specified in the IHE ATNA Integration Profile for Transport Authentication Security. Each Qualified HIN using local authentication or federated authentication for SOAP-based requests shall convey the locally-authenticated user attributes and authorizations using SAML 2.0 assertions as detailed in the IHE XUA Profile.

(b) At a minimum, Qualified HINS shall employ the following ciphers to mitigate the risk of EHI being exposed during transport in order to eliminate all readable EHI that is not encrypted:

- Null cipher where encryption is not necessary, but must be configured for the system to work;
- Substitution cipher as a minimum cryptographic technique to render EHI unreadable; and
- Transposition ciphers or other more advanced cipher techniques to render unsecured EHI information unusable, unreadable or indecipherable to unauthorized individuals.
(c) Each Qualified HIN shall ensure that message exchanges are secured using TLS/SSL 1.2 X.509 v3 certificates for authentication, and X.509 certificates are used for authentication of all transactions.

(d) **FHIR APIs.** Each Qualified HIN shall require Participants to conform to the recommendations described in both the Security Considerations sections of RFC 6749 and in the OAuth 2.0 Threat Model and Security Considerations sections of RFC 6819.

(ii) **Authentication Server Requirements for Third Party Application Access.** Each Qualified HIN’s security policy that supports third party application access shall implement the following requirements within three (3) months from the date that the Qualified HIN executes an agreement with the RCE; provided, that if the Qualified HIN has not currently implemented FHIR, then the Qualified HIN shall implement the following requirements within twelve (12) months from the date that the Qualified HIN executes an agreement with the RCE:

(a) Each Qualified HIN shall support the OAuth 2.0 Dynamic Client Registration Protocol for Individual registration as defined in RFC 7591; and

(b) Each Qualified HIN shall authenticate third party applications to the authorization server’s endpoint using a JSON Web Token (JWT) assertion signed by the third party application’s private key as defined in RFC 7519.

(iii) **Authorization Server Requirements.** Each Qualified HIN’s security policy shall implement the following authorization server requirements within twelve (12) months of the API Implementation Guide being published as specified in Section 2.4 above:

(a) Each Qualified HIN’s authorization server shall compare a Participant’s registered redirect universal record indicators with the redirect universal record indicators presented during an authorization request using an exact string match to avoid spoofing;

(b) Each Qualified HIN shall ensure that its authorization servers maintain access tokens to single use for a short lifetime of less than ten (10) minutes;

(c) Each Qualified HIN shall ensure that its authorization servers use refresh tokens for long term access to the user information endpoint or other similar protected resources; and

(d) Each Qualified HIN shall ensure that its authorization servers shall provide a mechanism for the End User to revoke access tokens and refresh tokens granted to a Participant or individual.

6.2.8 **Certificate Policies.** Each Qualified HIN’s security policy shall include the following elements to ensure that all Participant SSL certificates meet or exceed the following criteria:
(i) Key Sizes:
   - The certificate authority shall utilize the SHA-256 algorithm for certificate signatures; and
   - All keys shall be at least 2048 bit.

(ii) Certificate Authority:
   - The certificate authority’s certificate shall be issued by a mutually trusted certificate authority; and
   - The certificate authority’s certification shall not be self-signed.

6.2.9 Policy Binding. Each Qualified HIN’s security policy shall include the following elements to ensure appropriate policy binding by associating the X.509 digital certificate to the trust domain by meeting the following conditions:

(i) The End Entity certificate possesses a subject distinguished name attribute with a single common name component equal to the fully qualified domain name of the Listed End Point;

(ii) The End Entity certificate possesses a subject distinguished name attribute with an organizational unit component representing the trust domain name;

(iii) The End Entity certificate has at least one (1) subject alternative name extension type of universal record indicator and value representing the trust domain name; and

(iv) An approved trust chain issues the End Entity certificate.

6.2.10 Auditable Events. Each Qualified HIN shall publicly log the existence of TLS/SSL certificates as they are issued or observed in a manner that permits an audit of the certificate authority. Additionally, each Qualified HIN shall audit the certificate logs to identify the issuance of any suspect certificates. For certificate transparency purposes, each Qualified HIN that acts as a certificate authority shall maintain certificate logs on an ongoing basis. Each certificate log must publicly advertise its URL and its public key via HTTPS GET and POST messages. Each Qualified HIN that acts as a certificate authority shall refuse to honor certificates that do not appear in a certificate log. Each Qualified HIN’s security policy shall include the following elements to ensure appropriate auditing:

(i) Each Qualified HIN shall generate audit log files for all events. Each Qualified HIN further shall retain all security audit logs (both electronic and non-electronic) and make such audit logs available during any audits. At a minimum, each audit record shall include the following information (either recorded automatically or manually for each auditable event):
   - The type of event;
   - The date and time the event occurred;
• A success or failure indicator; and (where appropriate)
• The identity of the entity and/or operator that was responsible for the event.

6.2.11 **Cryptography.** Each Qualified HIN shall use asymmetric (e.g., public-key) ciphers for generating secret keys, establishing long-term security credentials and providing non-repudiation services. Each Qualified HIN further shall ensure mutual handshake exchange is based on cryptographic techniques (e.g., TLS 1.2 or above). In addition, members of the trust framework shall deploy a validated cryptographic subsystem consistent with the requirements described in FIPS PUB 140-2. Each Qualified HIN shall ensure that cryptographic modules are validated to the FIPS PUB 140-2 minimum level for the relevant party (or an equivalent protection). Additionally, each Qualified HIN shall apply end-user device encryption standards as adopted in the 2015 Edition final rule. (See §170.314(d)(7)).

6.2.12 **IP Whitelist.** Each Qualified HIN shall publish and share all IP addresses that are whitelisted. An IP Whitelist can be implemented by the Qualified HIN’s end point only if the result complies with the applicable Qualified HIN Participant’s non-discrimination policy. For the purposes of this subsection, an end point will be the web service technical URL hosted by a Qualified HIN that is listed in the online TEFCA directory.

6.2.13 **Incident Response.** Each Qualified HIN who is an issuer of certificate authorities shall maintain backup copies of system, databases, and private keys in order to rebuild the certificate authorities’ capability in the event of software and/or data corruption.

7. **Access**

7.1 **Obligation to Respond to Queries/Pulls.** Each Qualified HIN shall respond to all Queries/Pulls by providing all of the EHI in the data classes in the then Current USCDI when and to the extent available, requested and permitted by Applicable Law for the Permitted Purpose of Individual Access, provided that the requesting Qualified HIN has adhered to the privacy and security requirements outlined in Section 6. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a Qualified HIN shall not be required to include individuals as Participants or End Users.

7.2 **Individual Requests for No Data Exchange.** Each Qualified HIN shall provide a method for individuals who do not wish to have their EHI exchanged and post instructions on its public website for both recording and communicating such requests to the Qualified HIN at no charge to the individuals. Each Qualified HIN shall process all requests from individuals or from Participants on behalf of individuals in a timely manner and ensure that such requests are honored by all other Qualified HINs on a prospective basis. As a HIPAA Business Associate, the Qualified HIN must also enable a Covered Entity to process the request consistent with the right of an individual to request restriction of Uses and Disclosures.
8. Data-driven Choice

8.1 Population Level Data

8.1.1 Query/Pull: Within twelve (12) months of the standard referenced in 4.1.5 being formally adopted by HL7, the Qualified HIN’s Broker shall be able to exchange EHI regarding as many individuals as satisfy the search parameters or are otherwise specified by any requesting Qualified HIN in response to a single Query/Pull.

8.1.2 A Qualified HIN may limit responses to Population Level EHI Queries/Pulls to specific time periods to minimize system disruption due to a lack of bandwidth provided that such limitations are reasonable and do not extend for more than a twenty-four (24) hour period.

8.1.3 Each Qualified HIN must support Population Level EHI Queries/Pulls as described above for all of the Permitted Purposes in accordance with Applicable Law.

9. Participant Obligations

9.1 Each Qualified HIN shall be responsible for ensuring that the obligations described in this Section 9 shall be incorporated into all existing and future Participant Agreements.

9.1.1 Permitted Purposes. Each Participant shall support all of the Permitted Purposes by providing all of the data classes the then current USCDI when and to the extent available when requested and permitted by Applicable Law. Each Participant shall respond to Queries/Pulls for the Permitted Purposes.

9.1.2 Non-Discrimination.

(i) A Participant may not require exclusivity or otherwise prohibit (or attempt to prohibit) any of its End Users from joining, exchanging data with, conducting other transactions with, using the services of or supporting any other Participant.

(ii) A Participant shall not unfairly or unreasonably limit exchange or interoperability with any other Qualified HIN or Participant via burdensome testing requirements that are applied in a discriminatory manner, data throttling, or any other means that limits a Qualified HIN or Participant from sending and receiving health information with another Qualified HIN or slows down the rate at which such data is sent or received. As used in this Section 9, a discriminatory manner means action that is taken or not taken with respect to any Qualified HIN, Participant or End User or group of them due to the role it plays in the healthcare system, whether it is a competitor, whether it is affiliated with or has a contractual relationship with any other entity, or whether it has or fails to have any other characteristic; provided, however, that different treatment shall not be deemed discriminatory to the extent that it is based on a reasonable and good faith belief that the entity or group has not satisfied or will not be able to satisfy the applicable terms of the Common Agreement (including compliance with Applicable Law) in any material respect. For example, imposing different testing requirements on a Qualified HIN or Participant because it primarily serves providers that are not users of a certain electronic health
record system or because it primarily serves payers would be considered discriminatory for purposes of this Section.

9.1.3 **Privacy.** Each Participant agrees to comply with all applicable federal and state laws and regulations relating the privacy of health information.

9.1.4 **Identity Proofing.** Each Participant shall identity proof participating End Users and individuals in accordance with the following requirements:

(i) **End Users.** Each Participant shall identity proof participating End Users at Identity Assurance Level 2 (IAL2) prior to issuance of access credentials; and

(ii) **Individuals.** Each Participant shall identity proof individuals at Identity Assurance Level 2 (IAL2) prior to issuance of access credentials; provided, however, that the Participant may supplement identity information by allowing its staff to act as trusted referees and authoritative sources by using personal knowledge of the identity of the individuals (e.g., physical comparison to legal photographic identification cards such as driver’s licenses or passports, or employee or school identification badges) collected during an antecedent in-person registration event. All collected personally identifiable information collected by the Participant shall be limited to the minimum necessary to resolve a unique identity and the Participant shall not copy and retain such personally identifiable information.

9.1.5 **Authentication.** Each Participant shall authenticate participating End Users and individuals in accordance with the following requirements:

(i) **Individuals.** Each Participant shall authenticate participating individuals at AAL2, and provide support for at least FAL2 or, alternatively, FAL3.

(ii) **End Users.** EachParticipant shall authenticate End Users at AAL2, and provide support for at least FAL2 or, alternatively, FAL3.

9.1.6 **Security Incident and Breach Notification Requirements.** Each Participant who is a Covered Entity or Business Associate shall comply with all applicable Breach notification requirements pursuant to 45 CFR §164.402 of the HIPAA Rules. Each Participant further shall notify, in writing, the Qualified HIN without unreasonable delay, but no later than fifteen (15) calendar days after Discovery of the Breach in order to allow other affected parties to satisfy their reporting obligations. Upon receipt of such notice, the Qualified HIN shall be responsible for notifying, in writing, other Participants affected by the Breach within seven (7) calendar days.

9.1.7 **Security Technical Requirements.** Each Participant shall be responsible for complying with the technical security policy requirements relating to authentication, identity proofing and individual authorization described in Sections 6.2.3 to 6.2.5.
9.1.8 **Exchange of Data Elements.** Each Participant shall be responsible for exchanging data elements, if available, in accordance with the USCDI and patient demographic data for matching enumerated in Sections 3.2.2, 3.3 and 3.4.

9.1.9 **Compliance with Applicable Law.** Each Participant shall comply with all applicable federal and state laws and regulations.

9.2 **Participant Compliance.** Each Qualified HIN shall be responsible for taking reasonable steps to ensure that all Participants are abiding by the obligations stated in this Section. Each Qualified HIN further shall require that each Participant provide written documentation evidencing compliance with these obligations on at least an annual basis. In the event that a Qualified HIN becomes aware of a Participant’s non-compliance with any of the obligations stated in this Section, then the Qualified HIN immediately shall notify the Participant in writing and such notice shall inform the Participant that its failure to correct any deficiencies may result in the Participant’s removal from the Health Information Network.

9.3 **Failure to Comply with Common Agreement.** Each Qualified HIN, each Participant of a Qualified HIN, and each End User acknowledges that the Recognized Coordinating Entity, other Qualified HINs, other Participants, and other End Users may report any failure to incorporate or to abide by the terms and conditions of the Common Agreement to ONC and/or the Office of the Inspector General, if the Qualified HIN, Participant, or End User has a reasonable belief that the conduct may constitute information blocking (as defined by Section 3022(a)(1) of the Public Health Services Act) or, with respect to a health IT developer, that the conduct is contrary to any condition or requirement of the developer’s certification under any program(s) maintained or recognized by ONC. A Qualified HIN’s failure to incorporate the Common Agreement’s terms and conditions into a Participant Agreement to the extent required herein shall be considered evidence of a material breach of the Common Agreement.

9.4 **Incorporation of Participant Obligations.** Each Participant shall ensure that the obligations described in this Section 9 are incorporated into all existing and future agreements with the entities and individuals with which it exchanges information.

9.5 **Compliance with Emergency Preparedness Requirements.** Each Qualified HIN and each Participant shall comply with the Emergency Preparedness Requirements for Medicare and Medicaid Participating Providers and Suppliers as further described in 81 FR 63859.

10. **End User Obligations**

10.1 Each Participant shall be responsible for ensuring that the obligations described in this Section 10 shall be incorporated into all existing and future End User Agreements.

10.1.1 **Permitted Purposes.** Each End User shall support all of the Permitted Purposes by providing all of the data classes of the then current USCDI to the extent available when requested and permitted by Applicable Law. Each End User shall respond to Queries/Pulls for the Permitted Purposes.
10.1.2 Non-Discrimination. An End User shall not unfairly or unreasonably limit exchange or interoperability with any Participant such as by means of burdensome testing requirements that are applied in a discriminatory manner, data throttling, or any other means that limits the ability of a Qualified HIN or Participant to send or receive EHI with another Qualified HIN or slows down the rate at which such data is sent or received. As used in this Section 10, a discriminatory manner means action that is taken or not taken with respect to any Qualified HIN, Participant or End User or group of them due to the role it plays in the healthcare system, whether it is a competitor, whether it is affiliated with or has a contractual relationship with any other entity, or whether it has or fails to have any other characteristic; provided, however, that different treatment shall not be deemed discriminatory to the extent that it is based on a reasonable belief that the entity or group has not satisfied or will not be able to satisfy the applicable terms of the Common Agreement (including compliance with Applicable Law) in any material respect. For example, imposing different testing requirements on a Participant or End User because it primarily serves providers that are not users of a certain electronic health record system or because it primarily serves payers would be considered discriminatory for purposes of this Section.

10.1.3 Identity Proofing. Prior to the issuance of access credentials by Participant, each End User shall be required to identify proof at Identity Assurance Level 2 (IAL2).

10.1.4 Authentication. Prior to the issuance of access credentials by Participant, each End User shall be required to authenticate at AAL2, and provide support for at least FAL2 or, alternatively, FAL3.

10.1.5 Security Incident and Breach Notification Requirements. Each End User who is a Covered Entity or Business Associate shall comply with all applicable Breach notification requirements pursuant to 45 CFR §164.402 of the HIPAA Rules. Each End User further shall notify, in writing, the Participant, if affected by the Breach, without unreasonable delay, but no later than fifteen (15) calendar days after discovery of the Breach in order to allow other affected parties to satisfy their reporting obligations.

10.1.6 Exchange of Data Elements. Each End User shall be responsible for exchanging data elements, if available, in accordance with the USCDI and patient demographic data for matching enumerated in Section 3.2.2, 3.3 and 3.4.

10.1.7 Failure to Comply with Common Agreement. Each Qualified HIN, each Participant of a Qualified HIN, and each End User acknowledges that the Recognized Coordinating Entity, other Qualified HINs, other Participants, and other End Users may report any failure to incorporate or to abide by the terms and conditions of the Common Agreement to ONC and/or the Office of the Inspector General, if the Qualified HIN, Participant, or End User has a reasonable belief that the conduct may constitute information blocking (as defined by Section 3022(a)(1) of the Public Health Services Act) or, with respect to a health IT developer, that the conduct is contrary to any condition or requirement of the developer’s certification under any program(s) maintained or recognized by ONC. A Participant’s failure to incorporate the Common Agreement’s terms and
conditions into an End User Agreement to the extent required herein shall be considered evidence of a material breach of the Common Agreement.

10.1.8 Compliance with Applicable Law. Each End User shall comply with all applicable federal and state laws and regulations.
A User's Guide to Understanding

The Draft Trusted Exchange Framework

What is the Draft Trusted Exchange Framework?
Format of the Draft Trusted Exchange Framework

Part A—Principles for Trusted Exchange
General principles that provide guardrails to engender trust between Health Information Networks (HINs). Six (6) categories:

» **Principle 1 - Standardization:** Adhere to industry and federally recognized standards, policies, best practices, and procedures.

» **Principle 2 - Transparency:** Conduct all exchange openly and transparently.

» **Principle 3 - Cooperation and Non-Discrimination:** Collaborate with stakeholders across the continuum of care to exchange electronic health information, even when a stakeholder may be a business competitor.

» **Principle 4 - Security and Patient Safety:** Exchange electronic health information securely and in a manner that promotes patient safety and ensures data integrity.

» **Principle 5 - Access:** Ensure that patients and their caregivers have easy access to their electronic health information.

» **Principle 6 - Data-driven Accountability:** Exchange multiple records at one time to enable identification and trending of data to lower the cost of care and improve the health of the population.

Part B—Minimum Required Terms and Conditions for Trusted Exchange
A minimum set of terms and conditions for the purpose of ensuring that common practices are in place and required of all participants who participate in the Trusted Exchange Framework, including:

» Common authentication processes of trusted health information network participants;

» A common set of rules for trusted exchange;

» A minimum core set of organizational and operational policies to enable the exchange of electronic health information among networks.
Why did Congress require the Trusted Exchange Framework?
Need for the Trusted Exchange Framework – Complexity

Current Proliferation of Agreements

Many organizations have to join multiple Health Information Networks (HINs), and the HINs do not share data with each other.

**Trusted exchange must be simplified in order to scale.**

*Each line color on the map represents a different network. There are well over 100 networks in the U.S.*
Why did Congress require the Trusted Exchange Framework?
Need for the Trusted Exchange Framework – Costs

Costs to healthcare providers due to lack of a Trusted Exchange Framework
Healthcare organizations are currently burdened with creating many costly, point-to-point interfaces between organizations.

The Trusted Exchange Framework will significantly reduce the need for individual interfaces, which are costly, complex to create and maintain, and an inefficient use of provider and health IT developer resources.

Proliferation of Interoperability Methods
Based on a pilot survey of roughly 70 hospitals:

- Few hospitals used only one interoperability method.
- A majority of hospitals required three or more methods
- About three in 10 used five or more methods

Rated their own interoperability as...
- 63% Not or a little bit interoperable
- 17% Somewhat interoperable
- 19% Largely or Fully interoperable
Why did Congress require the Trusted Exchange Framework?

**Trusted Exchange Framework and Common Agreement**

**21st Century Cures Act - Section 4003(b)**

“Not later than 6 months after the date of enactment of the 21st Century Cures Act, the National Coordinator shall convene appropriate public and private stakeholders to develop or support a trusted exchange framework for trust policies and practices and for a common agreement for exchange between health information networks. The common agreement may include—

“(I) a common method for authenticating trusted health information network participants;
“(II) a common set of rules for trusted exchange;
“(III) organizational and operational policies to enable the exchange of health information among networks, including minimum conditions for such exchange to occur; and
“(IV) a process for filing and adjudicating noncompliance with the terms of the common agreement.”

**21st Century Cures Act - Section 4003(c)**

“Not later than 1 year after convening stakeholders…the National Coordinator shall publish on its public Internet website, and in the Federal register, the trusted exchange framework and common agreement developed or supported under paragraph B…”
Why did Congress require the Trusted Exchange Framework?

Goals of the Draft Trusted Exchange Framework

**GOAL 1**
Build on and extend existing work done by the industry

The Draft Trusted Exchange Framework recognizes and builds upon the significant work done by the industry over the last few years to broaden the exchange of data, build trust frameworks, and develop participation agreements that enable providers to exchange data across organizational boundaries.

**GOAL 2**
Provide a single “on-ramp” to interoperability for all

The Draft Trusted Exchange Framework provides a single "on-ramp" to allow all types of healthcare stakeholders to join any health information network they choose and be able to participate in nationwide exchange regardless of what health IT developer they use, health information exchange or network they contract with, or where the patients' records are located.

**GOAL 3**
Be scalable to support the entire nation

The Draft Trusted Exchange Framework aims to scale interoperability nationwide both technologically and procedurally, by defining a floor, which will enable stakeholders to access, exchange, and use relevant electronic health information across disparate networks and sharing arrangements.

**GOAL 4**
Build a competitive market allowing all to compete on data services

Easing the flow of data will allow new and innovative technologies to enter the market and build competitive, invaluable services that make use of the data.

**GOAL 5**
Achieve long-term sustainability

By providing a single "on-ramp" to nationwide interoperability while also allowing for variation around a broader set of use cases, the Draft Trusted Exchange Framework ensures the long-term sustainability of its participants and end-users.
Who can use the Trusted Exchange Framework?

Stakeholders who can use the Trusted Exchange Framework

**HEALTH INFORMATION NETWORKS**

**FEDERAL AGENCIES**
Federal, state, tribal, and local governments

**INDIVIDUALS**
Patients, caregivers, authorized representatives, and family members serving in a non-professional role

**PUBLIC HEALTH**
Public and private organizations and agencies working collectively to prevent, promote and protect the health of communities by supporting efforts around essential public health services

**PAYERS**
Private payers, employers, and public payers that pay for programs like Medicare, Medicaid, and TRICARE

**PROVIDERS**
Professional care providers who deliver care across the continuum, not limited to but including ambulatory, inpatient, long-term and post-acute care (LTPAC), emergency medical services (EMS), behavioral health, and home and community based services

**TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPERS**
Organizations that provide health IT capabilities, including but not limited to electronic health records, health information exchange (HIE) technology, analytics products, laboratory information systems, personal health records, Qualified Clinical Data Registries (QCDRs), registries, pharmacy systems, mobile technology, and other technology that provides health IT capabilities and services
Who can use the Trusted Exchange Framework?
Defining Terms: Who is the Trusted Exchange Framework applicable to?

The Trusted Exchange Framework aims to create a technical and governance infrastructure that connects

**Health Information Networks**

together through a core of

**Qualified Health Information Networks.**
Who can use the Trusted Exchange Framework?
What is a Health Information Network?

Health Information Networks (HINs) are an Individual or Entity that:

1. Determines, oversees, or administers policies or agreements that define business, operational, technical, or other conditions or requirements for enabling or facilitating access, exchange, or use of electronic health information between or among two or more unaffiliated individuals or entities;

2. Provides, manages, or controls any technology or service that enables or facilitates the exchange of electronic health information between or among two or more unaffiliated individuals or entities; or

3. Exercises substantial influence or control with respect to the access, exchange, or use of electronic health information between or among two or more unaffiliated individuals or entities.
Who can use the Trusted Exchange Framework?
What is a Qualified Health Information Network?

A Qualified Health Information Network (Qualified HIN) must meet ALL of the requirements of a HIN. In addition, it must also:

» Be able to locate and transmit ePHI between multiple persons and/or entities electronically;
» Have mechanisms in place to impose Minimum Core Obligations and to audit Participants’ compliance;
» Have controls and utilize a Connectivity Broker service;
» Be participant neutral; and
» Have Participants that are actively exchanging the data included in the USCDI in a live clinical environment.
What are the benefits of the Trusted Exchange Framework?
Trusted Exchange Framework Benefits for HINs

For Qualified HINs and HINs the Trusted Exchange Framework will:

**Give HINs and their participants access to more data on the patients they currently serve.**

» This will enhance care coordination and care delivery use cases.

**The Trusted Exchange Framework ensures that there is no limitation to the aggregation of data that is exchanged among Participants.**

» This will allow organizations, including Health IT Developers, HINs, QCDRs, and other registries to use the Trusted Exchange Framework to obtain clinical data from providers and provide analytics services. (Note that appropriate BAs must be in place between the healthcare provider and analytics provider.)
**What are the benefits of the Trusted Exchange Framework?**

**Trusted Exchange Framework Benefits for Providers**

**For Health Systems and Ambulatory Providers the Trusted Exchange Framework will:**

Enable them to join one network and have access to data on the patients they serve regardless of where the patient went for care.

» This enables safer, more effective care, and better care coordination.

Enable them to eliminate one off and point-to-point interfaces

» This will allow providers and health systems to more easily work with third parties, such as analytics products, care coordination services, HINs, Qualified Clinical Data Registries (QCDRs), and other registries. (Note that appropriate BAs must be in place between the healthcare provider and analytics provider.)
For Patients and Their Caregivers, the Trusted Exchange Framework will:

Enable them to find all of their health information from across the care continuum, even if they don’t remember the name of the provider they saw.

» This enables patients and their caregivers to participate in their care and manage their health information.
How will the Trusted Exchange Framework work?

Recognized Coordinating Entity (RCE)

Recognized Coordinating Entity

The RCE is the entity selected by ONC that will enter into agreements with HINs that qualify and elect to become Qualified HINs in order to impose, at a minimum, the requirements of the Common Agreement set forth herein on the Qualified HINs and administer such requirements on an ongoing basis as described herein.

The RCE will act as a governance body that will operationalize the Trusted Exchange Framework by incorporating it into a single, all-encompassing Common Agreement to which Qualified HINs will agree to abide. In its capacity as a governance body, the RCE will be expected to monitor Qualified HINs compliance with the final TEFCA and take actions to remediate non-conformity and non-compliance by Qualified HINs, up to and including the removal of a Qualified HIN from the final TEFCA and subsequent reporting of its removal to ONC.

The RCE will also be expected to work collaboratively with stakeholders from across the industry to build and implement new use cases that can use the final TEFCA as their foundation, and appropriately update the TEFCA over time to account for new technologies, policies, and use cases.
How will the Trusted Exchange Framework work?

**Recognized Coordinating Entity (RCE)**

---

**Process for Recognizing Entity**

ONC will release an open, competitive Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) in spring 2018 to award a single multi-year Cooperative Agreement to a private sector organization or entity. The RCE will need to have experience with building multi-stakeholder collaborations and implementing governance principles in order to be eligible to apply for the Cooperative Agreement.

**Expectations for Entity**

ONC will work with the RCE to incorporate the Trusted Exchange Framework into a single Common Agreement to which Qualified HINs and their participants voluntarily agree to adhere.

The RCE will have oversight, enforcement, and governance responsibilities for each of the Qualified HINs who voluntarily adopt the final TEFCA.
How will the Trusted Exchange Framework work?
Structure of a Qualified Health Information Network

A Qualified HIN (QHIN) is a network of organizations working together to share data. QHINs will connect directly to each other to ensure interoperability between the networks they represent.

A Connectivity Broker is a service provided by a Qualified HIN that provides all of the following functions with respect to all Permitted Purposes: master patient index (federated or centralized); Record Locator Service; Broadcast and Directed Queries, and eHI return to an authorized requesting Qualified HIN.

A Participant is a person or entity that participates in the QHIN. Participants connect to each other through the QHIN, and they access organizations not included in their QHIN through QHIN-to-QHIN connectivity. Participants can be HINs, EHR vendors, and other types of organizations.

An End User is an individual or organization using the services of a Participant to send and/or receive electronic health info.
How will the Trusted Exchange Framework Work?

RCE provides oversight and governance for Qualified HINs.

Qualified HINs connect directly to each other to serve as the core for nationwide interoperability.

QHINs connect via connectivity brokers.

Each Qualified HIN represents a variety of networks and participants that they connect together, serving a wide range of end users.
How will the Trusted Exchange Framework work?  
Qualified HIN Requirements Clarifications

**Included**

» A minimum floor in the areas where there is currently variation between HINs that causes a lack of interoperability.

» Obligation to respond to Broadcast or Directed Queries for all the Permitted Purposes outlined in the Trusted Exchange Framework.

» Qualified HINs must exchange all of the data specified in the USCDI to the extent such data is then available and has been requested.

» Base set of expectations for how Qualified Health Information Networks connect with each other.

**Not Included**

» A full end-to-end agreement that would be a net new agreement.

» No expectation that every HIN will serve same constituents or use cases. (i.e. no requirement that Qualified HINs initiate Broadcast or Directed Queries for all of the Permitted Purposes outlined in the Trusted Exchange Framework)

» Not dictating internal technology or infrastructure requirements.

» No limitation on additional agreements to support uses cases other than Broadcast Query and Directed Query for the Trusted Exchange Framework specified permitted purposes.
What use cases are covered under the Trusted Exchange Framework?

Permitted Purposes

- Public Health
- Treatment
- Benefits Determination
- Payment
- Individual Access
- Healthcare Operations
What use cases are covered under the Trusted Exchange Framework?

Use Cases

**Broadcast Query**
Sending a request for a patient's Electronic Health Information (EHI) to all Qualified HINs to have data returned from all organizations who have it. Supports situations where it is unknown who may have Electronic Health Information about a patient.

**Directed Query**
Sending a targeted request for a patient's Electronic Health Information to a specific organization(s). Supports situations where you want specific Electronic Health Information about a patient, for example data from a particular specialist.

**Population Level Data**
Querying and retrieving Electronic Health Information about multiple patients in a single query. Supports population health services, such as quality measurement, risk analysis, and other analytics.
What use cases are covered under the Trusted Exchange Framework?
**US Core Data for Interoperability (USCDI) Glide Path**

The USCDI (https://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/draft-uscdi.pdf) establishes a minimum set of data classes that are required to be interoperable nationwide and is designed to be expanded in an iterative and predictable way over time. Data classes listed in the USCDI are represented in a technically agnostic manner.

1. USCDI v1— Required—CCDS plus Clinical Notes and Provenance
2. Candidate Data Classes—Under consideration for USCDI v2
3. Emerging Data Classes—Begin evaluating for candidate status
As the USCDI expands, Qualified HINs and their Participants will be required to upgrade their technology to support the data specified in the USCDI.

Some Candidates will be Accepted to USCDI
Some Candidates Require Further Work
Some Emerging Elements Become Candidates
Some Require Further Work
What fees can be charged under the Trusted Exchange Framework? Attributable Costs and Services

Qualified HINs may, though they are not required to, charge attributable service costs to other Qualified HINs, provided they are reasonable and non-discriminatory.

**Reasonable Allowable Costs:** are costs that were actually incurred; are a direct cost or a reasonable allocation of indirect costs for the attributable services below; are based on objective and verifiable criteria; and are not variable depending on which Qualified HIN is being charged.

**Attributable Services may include:**

- Developing or modifying interfaces or APIs to be able to exchange data in the USCDI;
- Developing or revising the Connectivity Broker required in the Trusted Exchange Framework; and
- Employing legal services necessary to review the Trusted Exchange Framework and amend participation and Business Associate agreements to meet the requirements of the Trusted Exchange Framework.
What privacy and security protections does the Trusted Exchange Framework guarantee?

Definitions

**Participant**
A person or entity that participates in a Qualified HIN

**End User**
An individual or organization using the services of a Participant to send and/or receive electronic health info

**Individual**
A patient or their authorized representative
What privacy and security protections does the Trusted Exchange Framework guarantee?

Privacy/Security: Identity Proofing

Identity proofing is the process of verifying a person is who they claim to be. The Trusted Exchange Framework requires identity proofing (referred to as the Identity Assurance Level (IAL) in SP 800-63A).

End Users and Participants
Each Qualified HIN shall require proof of identity for Participants and participating End Users at a minimum of IAL2 prior to issuance of credentials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IAL 2 REQUIREMENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evidence</td>
<td>One (1) piece of SUPERIOR or STRONG evidence; OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two (2) pieces of STRONG evidence; OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One (1) piece of STRONG evidence plus two (2) pieces of ADEQUATE evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>Each piece of evidence must be validated with a process able to achieve the same strength as the evidence presented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Validation against a third-party data service SHALL only be used for one piece of presented identity evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address Confirmation</td>
<td>The Credential Service Provider (CSP) SHALL confirm address of record through validation of the address contained on any supplied, valid piece of identity evidence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Individuals
Each Qualified HIN shall require its End Users and Participants to proof the identity for Individuals at a minimum of IAL2 prior to issuance of credentials. Individuals must provide strong evidence of their identity.
What privacy and security protections does the Trusted Exchange Framework guarantee?
Privacy/Security: Identity Proofing - EXCEPTIONS

Qualified HINs, Participants, or End Users are responsible for proofing Individuals at the IAL2 level, HOWEVER:

**Trusted Referee and Authoritative Source**
In instances where the individual enrolling cannot meet the identity evidence requirements specified, organization staff may act as a trusted referee, allowing them to use personal knowledge of the identity of patients when enrolling patients as subscribers to assist in identity proofing the enrollee.

**Antecedent Event**
Staff may also act as authoritative sources by using knowledge of the identity of the individuals (e.g., physical comparison to legal photographic identification cards such as driver's licenses or passports, or employee or school identification badges) collected during an antecedent, in-person registration event.

For example, IAL2 identity proofing for an Individual can be accomplished by two of the following:

1. Physical comparison to legal photographic identification cards such as driver's licenses or passports, or employee or school identification badges,
2. Comparison to information from an insurance card that has been validated with the issuer, e.g., in an eligibility check within two days of the proofing event, and
3. Comparison to information from an electronic health record (EHR) containing information entered from prior encounters.

**Individual presents for treatment** ➔ **End Users and Participants must collect and validate Evidence of Identity** ➔ **Successful Identity Proof**
What privacy and security protections does the Trusted Exchange Framework guarantee?

Privacy/Security: Authentication

Digital authentication is the process of establishing confidence in a remote user identity communicating electronically to an information system. NIST draft SP 800-63B refers to the level of assurance in authentication as the Authenticator Assurance Level (AAL). Federal Assurance Level (FAL) refers to the strength of an assertion in a federated environment, used to communicate authentication and attribute information (if applicable) to a relying party (RP).

Each Qualified HIN shall authenticate End Users, Participants, and Individuals at a minimum of AAL2, and provide support for at least FAL2 or, alternatively, FAL3.

Connecting to a Qualified HIN or one of its Participant will require **two-factor authentication**. A list of acceptable second factors (in addition to a username and password) can be found at https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b/sec4_aal.html.
What privacy and security protections does the Trusted Exchange Framework guarantee?
Privacy/Security-Breach Notifications and CUI

**Breach Notification Regulations**

“The Qualified HIN shall comply with all applicable Breach notification requirements pursuant to 45 CFR §164.402 of the HIPAA Regulations which addresses Breach notification. The Qualified HIN further shall notify, in writing, the Recognized Coordinating Entity without unreasonable delay, but no later than fifteen (15) calendar days, after Discovery of the Breach in order to allow other affected parties to satisfy their reporting obligations. Upon receipt of such notice, the Recognized Coordinating Entity shall be responsible for notifying, in writing, other Qualified HINs affected by the Breach within seven (7) calendar days.”

**Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI)**

“Information the Government creates or possesses, or that an entity creates or possesses for or on behalf of the Government, that a law, regulation, or Government-wide policy requires or permits an agency to handle using safeguarding or dissemination controls” (32 C.F.R. § 2002.4(h)).”
When will the Trusted Exchange Framework be implemented?

Timeline

1st Listening Session
30 day public comment period

AUGUST 2017

2nd Listening Session

SEPTEMBER 2017

Draft Trusted Exchange Framework released for public comment

JANUARY 2018

3rd Listening Session

NOVEMBER 2017

Release Final TEFCA

LATE 2018

45 day public comment period

JANUARY - FEBRUARY 2018

Selection of a Recognized Coordinating Entity

MID 2018
Draft U.S. Core Data for Interoperability (USCDI) and Proposed Expansion Process

January 5, 2018
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Introduction

The 21st Century Cures Act (Cures Act) defines interoperability in the context of health information technology (health IT) as health IT that—

(A) enables the secure exchange of electronic health information with, and use of electronic health information from, other health information technology without special effort on the part of the user;
(B) allows for complete access, exchange, and use of all electronically accessible health information for authorized use under applicable State or Federal law; and
(C) does not constitute information blocking as defined in section 3022(a).

The Cures Act sets an expectation that all of a patient’s health information that is stored electronically will be able to be exchanged. This expectation requires that the industry collectively work towards defining the data that needs to be exchangeable, prioritizing the development of technical standards and implementation guidance to support the exchange of such data, and, ultimately, implementing those capabilities in health IT at the point of care.

The Draft US Core Data for Interoperability (USCDI) and its proposed expansion process aim to achieve the goals set forth in the Cures Act by specifying a common set of data classes that are required for interoperable exchange and identifying a predictable, transparent, and collaborative process for achieving those goals. This document provides ONC’s first draft of the data classes that would be in the USCDI and lays out the process and structure by which the USCDI will be updated and expanded. The USCDI and its expansion process are intended to be collaborative vehicles around which ONC and the industry can coalesce to identify the critical data needed to enable interoperability and achieve the goals outlined in the Cures Act, we invite stakeholders to submit feedback on the proposed process and initial assignment of the data classes.

Common Clinical Data Set (CCDS)

In 2015, the US Secretary of Health and Human Services issued the 2015 Edition Health IT Certification Criteria (2015 Edition) final rule. The 2015 Edition built upon previous rulemaking to facilitate greater interoperability and enable health information exchange through new and enhanced certification criteria, standards, and implementation specifications. In comparison to the previous editions, the 2015 Edition focused on identifying health IT components necessary to establish an interoperable nationwide health information infrastructure, fostering innovation and open new market opportunities, and allowing for more provider and patient choices in electronic health information access and exchange.

To achieve these goals, the 2015 Edition adopted the 2015 Edition Common Clinical Data Set (CCDS) definition. The CCDS evolved from the initial “Meaningful Use Common Dataset” that ONC adopted in 2012. The CCDS included new and updated vocabulary and content standards for clinical data exchange,

including: immunizations, unique device identifiers (UDIs), assessment and plan of treatment, goals, and health concerns.\(^2\) It further expanded accessibility and availability of data exchanged by updating the definition of Base Electronic Health Record (EHR) to include enhanced data export, transitions of care, and application programming interface (API) capabilities, all of which required that at a minimum the CCDS be available.

**Draft Trusted Exchange Framework**

The Draft Trusted Exchange Framework is intended to enable Health Information Networks (HINs) to securely exchange electronic health information with each other to support a wide range of stakeholders. The draft Trusted Exchange Framework sets up an ecosystem wherein Qualified HINs connect to each other to support the use case of broadcast and directed query for treatment, payment, operations, individual access, public health, and benefits determination purposes. To enable the broadest set of use cases, Qualified HINs and their participants are required to be able to exchange the USCDI when such data is available (i.e. if a participant or Qualified HIN does not capture or have access to a specific data class, they are not expected to be able to exchange that data class). By requiring Qualified HINs and their Participants to be capable of exchanging the USCDI, the Trusted Exchange Framework will, over time, be able to support the Cures Act requirement of all electronic health information from a patient’s record being available.

**Proposed U.S. Core Data for Interoperability (USCDI) Expansion Process Overview**

As part of ONC’s continued efforts to expand the availability of a minimum baseline of data classes that must be commonly available for interoperable exchange, the draft USCDI builds off the CCDS definition and includes two additional data classes: Clinical Notes and Provenance. This document provides the process, data policy context, and structure by which a predictable schedule to expand the USCDI can be accomplished through collaboration with the industry. Once a data class has been proposed by the industry, it will follow a gradual process where it will be promoted to emerging status, then candidate status, and, ultimately, included in the USCDI. Once a data class is officially included in the USCDI, it will be required for nationwide exchange.

---

promotion from emerging to candidate status and from candidate status to USCDI. Once a data class is promoted to candidate status, it will be on track to be formally included in a future version of the USCDI for nationwide exchange.

The timing by which a data class moves from candidate status to USCDI will ultimately depend on the industry as a whole — including the public and private sectors – coalescing around the necessary technical specifications to make it possible to exchange the data class nationwide. Thus, industry stakeholders should take ONC’s decision to include a data class as a candidate for USCDI status as a formal ONC data policy directive to focus and prioritize technical specification analysis and development to prepare the data class for inclusion in the USCDI. ONC recognizes that this technical work could take 12, 18, or 24 months to complete and expect that certain candidate data classes may remain in this status for 2 to 3 years. Once a data class is formally added to the USCDI, we will allow adequate time for the industry to implement and upgrade their technology to support the data specified in the USCDI.

**Diagram 1: USCDI Expansion Process**

Some Candidates will be Accepted to USCDI
Some Candidates Require Further Work
Some Emerging Elements Become Candidates
Some Emerging Require Further Work

---

**Draft USCDI Version 1**

The draft USCDI Version 1 (v1) reflects the same data classes referenced by the 2015 Edition CCDS definition and also includes Clinical Notes and Provenance. Clinical Notes is composed of structured (pick-list and/or check the box) and unstructured (free text) data. The free text portion of the clinical note may include the assessment, diagnosis, plan of care and evaluation of plan, patient teaching and other relevant data points. Provenance describes the metadata, or extra information about data, that can help answer questions such as when and who created the data. These two data classes were included in the draft USCDI v1 based on significant feedback from the industry post-2015 Edition rulemaking and during the Trusted Exchange Framework and Common Agreement stakeholder sessions about them being highly desirable as part of interoperable exchanges. Clinical notes was most often
relayed by clinicians as the data they sought but were often missing when they engaged in interoperable exchange. Similarly, understanding the provenance of the data being exchanged was also referenced by stakeholders as a fundamental need to improve the trustworthiness and reliability of the data being shared. All data classes in draft USCDI v1 can be supported by commonly used standards, including the Health Level Seven (HL7®) Consolidated Clinical Data Architecture (C-CDA) Version 2.1 and the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR®) standards. A final USCDI v1 will be published in 2018. Furthermore, once the final Trusted Exchange Framework and Common Agreement (TEFCA) is published, Qualified HINs and their Participants will be required to update their technology to support all of the data classes included in USCDI v1 in accordance with the requirements in the final TEFCA.³

The following table includes the data classes in draft USCDI v1. We request comment on the addition of Provenance and Clinical Notes to the list of required data classes, specifically on industry readiness to support these data classes and the types of clinical notes that should be required.

**Table 1: Draft USCDI Version 1 Data Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Draft USCDI Version 1 Data Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Patient name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Sex (birth sex)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Date of Birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Preferred Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Race</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Ethnicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Smoking Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Laboratory tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Laboratory values/results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Vital signs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Medications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Medication Allergies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Health concerns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Care Team members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Assessment and plan of treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Immunizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Unique device identifier(s) for a patient’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implantable device(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Provenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Clinical Notes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**USCDI Candidate and Emerging Data Classes Under Consideration**

The data classes in the candidate and emerging status sections below were sorted based on feedback ONC has received from stakeholders via multiple avenues. These classes span a wide variety of use cases and target populations — including behavioral health, long term and post-acute care (LTPAC), individual access, public health, emergency medical services (EMS), pediatrics, social determinants of health, transitions of care, provider directory services, and clinical quality measures (CQMs). Moreover, this

³ The Draft Trusted Exchange Framework proposes that QHINs and their Participants must update their data format and/or API to include new data classes added to the USCDI not less than 12 months after the data class has been officially added. We request comment on the feasibility of this timeframe. See Part B, Section 2.3 of the Draft Trusted Exchange Framework. [https://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/draft-trusted-exchange-framework.pdf](https://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/draft-trusted-exchange-framework.pdf)
sorting reflects ONC’s best attempt to reflect this feedback and the priority to which stakeholders have assigned the data classes. Further, the sorting was informed by our own frame of reference assessment in terms of whether the data class already had some technical specification support via the C-CDA and/or FHIR standard(s).

We request public comment on the initial assignment of the data classes in the candidate and emerging sections as well as additional characteristics or attributes that should be considered in determining a data class’ status, especially, whether a data class should be promoted to candidate status. We also request comment on additional data classes that should be added to either list, removed, or moved from one status to another.

**Candidate Status**

Data classes that achieve candidate status will be considered the “next up” data classes for inclusion in the USCDI. As a result, if additional technical specification development is necessary in order for these data classes to be exchanged nationwide, we expect the industry (as a whole) will prioritize and devote the resources necessary to position these data classes for promotion to the USCDI as soon as practicable. Generally, to be considered for candidate status, a data class must be clearly defined and have proven real-world applicability across a broad and diverse array of use cases, and substantial work in technical standardization has been or is actively being done by the industry. For example, Family Health History was adopted as an optional certification criterion in the 2015 Edition, has a clearly defined standard, and is valuable across a multitude of care specialties to assess what conditions a patient may be at an increased risk for. We will also consider data classes that have been identified by a majority of stakeholders as being particularly urgent to enhance public health, patient safety and care quality, such as Pregnancy Status.

The following table provides the list of data classes currently under consideration for candidate status, as well as a timeline for their inclusion in subsequent versions of the USCDI. A number of these candidates will be added to the USCDI v2, which will be released in 2019, while others will be phased in over 2020 (v3), 2021 (v4), and beyond based on readiness of technical standards, industry resources, and need. We have attempted to prioritize the data classes below based on feedback we have received from stakeholders, but request further comment.

**Table 2: USCDI Candidate Status Data Classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Data Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Are technical specifications available?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019 (v2)</td>
<td>Admission and Discharge Dates and Locations</td>
<td>The dates and location of admission and discharge.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cognitive Status</td>
<td>Cognitive function, including a person’s current and baseline attention, orientation and ability to register and recall new information and an individual’s mental status.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4 Technical Specifications Referenced: FHIR (STU3) and C-CDA (v.2.1)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Data Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Are technical specifications available?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Encounter</td>
<td>An interaction between a patient and care provider(s) for the purpose of providing health care service(s) or assessing the health status of a patient.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discharge Instructions</td>
<td>Any directions that the patient must follow after discharge to attend to any residual conditions that need to be addressed personally by the patient, home care attendants, and other clinicians on an outpatient basis.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Health History</td>
<td>Information about all guardians and caregivers (biological parents, foster parents, adoptive parents, guardians, surrogates, and custodians), siblings, and case workers; with contact information for each.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Functional Status</td>
<td>Functional status data includes a person's current and baseline performance completing activities of daily living (ADLs), such as eating, bathing, walking, stair climbing, and may address altered gait and balance and decreased range of motion.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender Identity</td>
<td>Gender identity refers to a person’s self-perception as male or female, and may not be congruent with one’s birth sex (or administrative gender).</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pediatric Vital Signs</td>
<td>Pediatric age-specific norms for weight, height/length, head circumference, and BMI to calculate and display growth percentiles and plot them over time on standardized growth curves as appropriate.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pregnancy Status</td>
<td>Indicates whether or not a patient is pregnant.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reason for Hospitalization</td>
<td>Reasons why the patient was hospitalized.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020 (v3)</td>
<td>Care Provider Demographics</td>
<td>Identification of care provider demographic information for each care team member as it relates to the patient (i.e., name, address, gender, date of birth).</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Care Team Members Contact Information</td>
<td>Identification of contact information for each care team member as it relates to the patient.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Care Team Member Roles/Relationships</td>
<td>Identification of roles/relationships for each care team member as it relates to the patient (e.g., provider to patient, provider to provider).</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Data Class</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Are technical specifications available?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diagnostic Image Reports (DIR)</td>
<td>A document that contains a consulting specialist’s interpretation of image data. It conveys the interpretation to the referring (ordering) physician and becomes part of the patient’s medical record. It is for use in Radiology, Endoscopy, Cardiology, and other imaging specialties.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual Goals and Priorities</td>
<td>Attribute within Goals that describes the intended health objective(s) set by an individual with a specific end point, for example, weight loss, restoring an activity of daily living, exercise goal, prevention based activities etc.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Practitioner Responsible for Care</td>
<td>Attribute within the care team to designate the responsible clinician and their contact information.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021 (v4)</td>
<td>Provider Goals and Priorities</td>
<td>Attribute within Goals that describes the intended objective(s) for a patient, group or organization, set by the care provider, for example, weight loss, restoring an activity of daily living, obtaining herd immunity via immunization, meeting a process improvement objective, etc.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reason for Referral</td>
<td>Describes the purpose for the referral of the individual.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Referring or Transitioning Provider’s Name and Contact Information</td>
<td>Identification of referring or transitioning care provider and contact information.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Emerging Status**

The following are data classes under consideration as emerging. These data classes have been identified by stakeholders as critical to achieving nationwide interoperability, but their overall priority for initial promotion to candidate status is unclear. In accordance with stakeholder feedback, ONC will consistently propose new data classes to be added to emerging status, thereby providing the industry with sufficient notice of what advancements lay ahead and allowing them appropriate time to react and prepare. Emerging status data classes are listed below in alphabetical order. We request comment on this list, including additional data classes not included or data classes that should be promoted to candidate status. Note that indented items in the Data Class column indicate that the item is a subset of a larger data class.
### Table 3: USCDI Emerging Status Data Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Are technical specifications available?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advance Care Planning</strong></td>
<td>Discussions that individuals have with their families and health care providers about end-of-life care.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advance Directive</td>
<td>A legal document that states the kinds of medical care a person does or does not want under certain specific conditions.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power of Attorney and name of person</td>
<td>An instrument (a written document; a formal or legal document in writing, such as a contract, deed, will, bond, or lease) authorizing a person to act as the agent or attorney of the person granting it.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician Orders for Life Sustaining Treatment (POLST) Form</td>
<td>A form translates end-of-life wishes based on a person’s values, beliefs and goals for care using a shared medical decision-making process to create actionable medical orders that all health care providers, emergency personnel and treatment facilities must follow.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive Status/Date of Death</td>
<td>Indicates whether an individual is deceased or alive and date of death, if appropriate.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care Provider Education/Licenses</td>
<td>Identification of care provider education and license information (e.g., NPI, state license, specialty information, Tax Identification Number (TIN)).</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Facilitators</td>
<td>A person, i.e. a translator, or device, i.e. a hearing aid, that facilitates communication between a patient and their care provider.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor Consent</td>
<td>Consent refers to the minor’s authority to keep information about certain medical services private and distinct from other content of the health record, such that it is not exposed to parents/guardians without the minor’s authorization; the permission to receive medical treatments as required by institutional policy or jurisdictional law; and the authority granted to a designated an adult to provide and arrange for, medical care for a minor. Consent could vary based on state laws.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability Status</td>
<td>A physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of the major life activities of such an individual.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durable Medical Equipment</td>
<td>Medically necessary equipment that your doctor prescribes for use in patient’s home, including wheelchairs, walkers, and hospital beds.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESI/Electronic endpoint (for each organization, individual, relationship, system)</td>
<td>The technical details of an endpoint that can be used for electronic services.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

5 Technical Specifications Referenced: FHIR (STU3) and C-CDA (v.2.1)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Are technical specifications available?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health Insurance Information</td>
<td>Information pertaining to a patient’s health insurance, information could include, but not limited to: name of insurance plan, coverage, identification number, and enrollment date.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor Status for Emancipation</td>
<td>Emancipation refers to a legal process that specifies when and under what conditions minors can become legally recognized as adults, independent from their parents.</td>
<td>No. Does not exist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Representative</td>
<td>A person allowed access to protected health information on behalf of an individual they are representing, such as a child’s parent or legal guardian, or a family member providing care for an aging relative.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social, psychological, and behavioral data</td>
<td>Conditions in the places where people live, learn, work, and play that affect a wide range of health risks and outcomes.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Captures an individual’s current educational attainment (highest grade achieved).</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Financial Resource Strain</td>
<td>Encompasses both the subjective sense of strain as the result of economic difficulties and the specific sources of strain, including employment insecurity, income insecurity, housing insecurity, transportation insecurity, and food insecurity.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Connection/Support and Isolation</td>
<td>Measures an individual’s level of social connection and support based on marital status, telephone contact, get togethers with friends, attendance at religious services, and engagement in social clubs.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure to Violence</td>
<td>Measures an individual’s exposure to intimate partner violence based on a 4-question HARK (Humiliation, Afraid, Rape, Kick) tool.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment Status</td>
<td>Measures whether an individual is currently employed, as well as the type of employment and the conditions this implies, including exposure to health risks.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Measures screening assessment results from the PHQ-2 and -9 Depression Screening instruments</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>Measures an individual’s level of stress, in general.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Activity</td>
<td>Measures moderate to strenuous activity in last 7 days, or on average per week.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Use</td>
<td>Measures alcohol use and consumption based on the Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test - Consumption [AUDIT-C] hazardous alcohol consumption screener.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veteran’s Status/Military History</td>
<td>Indicates the current or former military service of the individual. This may be included with employment status and history or captured separately.</td>
<td>No. Does Not Exist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconciled Medication List</td>
<td>Attribute within Medications that lists all the medications that the patient is taking, reconciled with allergy intolerances and problem list, as well as prescribed dosage, instructions, and intended duration.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR and C-CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Class</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Are technical specifications available?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Instructions or Precautions for Ongoing Care</td>
<td>Special instructions and/or precautions for ongoing care, as appropriate, which must include, if applicable, but are not limited to: treatments and devices (oxygen, implants, IVs, tubes/catheters); precautions such as isolation or contact; special risks such as risk for falls, elopement, bleeding, or pressure injury and/or aspiration precautions.</td>
<td>Yes (FHIR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel Status/History</td>
<td>Travel history (any travel, foreign and domestic) and dates of travel. It could also include future travel.</td>
<td>No. Does not exist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight- Based Dosing Calculation</td>
<td>The use of body weight (mg/kg) or body surface area (BSA) (mg/m²) to calculate the appropriate dosage of a medication.</td>
<td>No. Does not exist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comments

ONC developed the proposed expansion process and timeline based on feedback received from the industry, but require additional comments on how to objectively order data classes that are at a similar level of technical readiness but require prioritization based on industry bandwidth to build the technical specifications, number of use cases supported, and high level of need. We invite stakeholders to provide us with feedback on the initial assignment of the data classes in USCDI v1 and in both the candidate and emerging data classes, as well as additional characteristics or attributes that should be considered in determining a data class’ status, especially, whether a data class should be promoted to candidate status. We also request comment on additional data classes that should be added to any of the three categories, removed, or moved from one status to another.

The comment period is now open for 45 days. Because of resource limitations, we are only accepting comments electronically at exchangeframework@hhs.gov. Attachments should be in Microsoft Word, Excel, Word Perfect, or Adobe PDF. The deadline for comment submission is 11:59 p.m. E.T. on February 18, 2018.

ONC will review, analyze, and post on our website at a future date all public comments that are received by 11:59 p.m. E.T. on February 18, 2018.6

---

6 See https://beta.healthit.gov/topic/interoperability/trusted-exchange-framework-and-common-agreement